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Abstract
The subject

of

study is access to educational

services for homeless

12 to 15 year

old youth. The sm% used inteiews

with key informants to answer three questions,

What

semces,

are the educational

using the seices
Homeless
entitled
residency
support

are batriers

areas were identified

from

tmee

this age range have fewer

of the legally

seices

Using

mandated

were conducted

with
Wbile

teachers,
unable

there are sermces for homeless
available.

requirements

for

the McKinney

sermces youth

to act as a barrier

issues, placement/enrollment

agencies in Minneapolis.

the data suggests that while

sermces.

that have the potential

guardianship

success. Seven interviews

what are the eligibility

to accessing

Act as an indicator

iequiicuiciils,

administrators
smdy,

and what

Assistance
to four

and support

are

to seice,

and services

to

social workers,
to generalize
youth,

and

from

the youth

this
in
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This exploratory
youth.

study examines

A great deal has been

when

attempting

1994;

and Stronge,

written

about the difficulties

to access educational

homeless

children

Marcoux,

1992;

1993a).

Many

ages four
and Zima,

of homelessnessl

the access to educational

services

to twelve
Wells

(i.e.,

Studies

such as those by Kurtz,

& Hughes

address the issue of educating

one. These studies address the impact
adolescents

to prepare

Rafferty
homeless
through
youth

through

(1989)

in New York.

high-school.

their first twelve

educational
literature

to examine

the impact

definition
consult

of

four

(1991);

&

to twelve

and MacKay

ages sixteen to twenty-

on the ability

of homeless

of
the

a study of academic

looked

Few studies

youth.

onthe

this

education

and

progress

from

of hohieless

on children

address th@ educational

twelve

to fifteen

of homeless

other
Appendix

words
A.

cod

and

needs of the

research

I have

year old children.

children

on the younger

of

kindergarten

In order to add to current

of homelessness

glossaray,

at children

at the impact

sermces for homeless

The research

a

conducted

years..

chosen to study

study

& Hughes,

Ziesemer

condition

adolescents,

of homelessness

The researchers

year old homeless

IFor

1987;

Javis & Kurtz

This shidy looked

tvvelve to fifteen

appears

MacKay

for adulthood.

and Rollins

students

experience

These studies look at the impact

and physical

year old children.
(1994)

& Rubin,

1994).

emotional

1992;

youth

address the issue of educating

Bassuk

& Freeman

on the cognitive,

homeless

(e.g., Helm,

of these studies

services for homeless

andyouth
with

germaine

an eye

to

this
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toward

developing

Ziesemer
twelve

early intervention

& Marcoux,

to twenty-one,

and, on occasion,
MacKenzie

1992;

Zima,

were designed

training

& Pottharst,

skills.
1992;

models

et al., 1994).

1992;

Studies

Bassuk

of homeless

& Rubin,
youth,

to study issues of social stabilization,

(Kurtz
Petiy

(Bassuk,

et al., 1991;
& Avent,

Stefanidis,

1992.).

Pennbridge,

1987;
ages

delinquency
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Theoretical

The researcher

for

the impact

looked

of homelessness

Stages Developmental

and Social

E.ison's

Eight

E.rikson

gained

(1985)

sees the strengdis

stages to attain

identity

that leads to the development

E*son

next

negotiation

as not just

sac&ce

stage model

personal

stage. Eon's

of positive

must

are Eon's

Developmental

identifies

Life

Theory

and cultural

sees adolescence

identity

must

be resolved.

history.

Eison's

as the time
Eison

links

when

stre

the healthy

Eon

able to commit

sense of

sees these

oneselfto

others

and

vuuuuiLiutail.s.

a biopsychosocial

each stage before

a ste

stage as

stages of development

relationships.

development

of identity

at mk those

stage to develop

from

master

at humankind's

development

Eon

in those

at development

that the child

Eon's

values,

the next

but as also being

looked

looked

Eison's

stage and place

of each successive

sexual

stage. Eon

identity.

theories

at each successive

that

and compromises

(1985)

believed

Ecological

that are found

beyond

a successful

Eon

These

explanations

Stages of life

in the previous

for

and youth.

as possible

Theories.

require

to allow

of development

Bronfenbrenner's

by the need to move

relationships

theories

on children

Theory,

Support

challenged

at three

Framework

view

he/she

as occurmg

can move

in eight

for the development

the person's

eight

the

sees the matumg

inner

world

youth

role

the

stages.

with

birth

her/his

to old age.

confusion

as sttuggling

Augsburg Couege Library

onto

of a healthy

stages encompass

e between

point.

with

and
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physiological

changes wit

their body

in this stage that Eon

suggests that the adolescent

stages and the batdes fought
(Eison).

"The

sameness

and continuity

continuity

sense of ego identity,

(Eison,

at the midpoint
adolescent
morality

relationsMps

to form

his/her

that are precursors

enough

child but also information
values,

cultural

move fltrough
intimacy

attributes
childhood

stage. Adult

learned

into adulthood.
own identity

from

intimacy
information
children's

and mtory

includes

promise

of a
a mind

and adulthood.

in m/her

that is

The

cMdhood

and the

(Eon).

the adolescent

may form

stage. However,

based relationships

tentative

the adolescent

of intimacy

is

(Crain,

they are not, according

to be able to give up some of

another.
from

not only the biology

perception

that the cod

and adolescence

intimacy

with

earlier

that the inner

as having

adult task of attainment

sexually

It is

by the sameness and

cidhood

in their own sense of identity

stages require

coThdence

sees the adolescent

stages between

some of ffi/her

in the tangible

to the adult intimacy

may form

that sense of self for emotional
Eon's

Eon

to take up the young

'lX7hile adolescents
secure

as evidenced

using the morality

as he/she moves

far too self absorbed

to Eison,

261-262).

is caught between
developing

then, is the accnied

for others,

them (Eason).

the issue of ego identity

in the past is matched

of the psychosocial

In struggling

1980),

prepared

1985.

must revisit

at those stages to resolve

of one's meaning

'career"'

and new adult tasks facing

of is/her
has absorbed

help to shape
sexually

of the developing

environment.
and reflects

m/her capability

based relationsMps

The
as he/she

for the adult

and the ability

to
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form

successful

bonds with the cNdren

result

of relationships

formed

as an adult. Eon

on adults but also adults are dependent
Ecological

Theory

Urie

of Human

(1979)

way the enviroent

is perceived

influenced

environtnent

micro

environment

mezzo

consists

environments

environment
influence
the various

defined

development

and dealt with.

or harmful

sees the person

Theory

as moving

Bronfenbrenner

environment,

neighborhood

the person

of Development

of depravation
within

presents

a strong

layers of enviroental

delayed

or stopped.

en*omnent,

sunrival

environmental
presented

argument

that define

Bronfenbrenner

still experience
In its purest

depravation

then development

should

and growth

depravation
still occur.

by

in the

about the

individuars

and

sees development

deprivation.

Yet despite

The

The macro

of environmental

experiences

The

of self. Bronfenbrenner

contact

why humans

person

and home.

as

interacts.

on the development

he does not explain

and macro.

of role expectations

as a change in perception,

in the presence

mezzo

Ariother

While

developing

a dependence

change in the

and community.

change who he/she does or does not become.

development

as the

sees each person

family

and world.

is the perceptions

with which

effects

as having

as a lasting

on three levels, the micro,

of school,

development

environments

or fostered

on children.

of the immediate

consists

The Ecological
negative

sees cMdren

is made of the city, states country

in human

or adopted

Development

Bronfenbrenner

by bis/her

that may be born

growth

sense, if the

be internipted,

psychosocial

and
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The
to develop

cod and family's

a positive

sense of identity

acmevement can promote
promotes
family

a feeling

a feeling

Bronfenbrenner

environments

we artificialty

relationsMps.

At the macro
within

development
points
a major

(1979)

to evolve

on the individual.

Social

Suppoit
There

achieve identity

between

to positive

when their parent(s)

of Human
of the kinds

of

of bonding

self and the community,
to successful

development

of self.

was out of work

the

and appropriate
Bronfenbrenner
or when

there is

status of the family.
proposed

that in the development
systems in place.

and can be institutions

within

of these social supports

of identity

or selfit

is

These systems are parents,

that environment(mezzo).
serve to anow the individual

and change based on the perceptions

impact

the child and

hi The Ecology

can either be conducive

have social support

and nurtumg

that in turn

of how the strong influence

level of the interaction

on children

friends,(miro)

development

wrote

system.

between

or help

The cod's

and siblings

create can change the development

change in the sociocconomc

vital that the person

continue

as a mezzo

of self or be detental

Bronfenbrenner

siblings,

for both the child and the family.

(1979)

the community

out the impact

can serve to reinforce

self. TMs is an interaction

and the school

Development

with the school

of pride in the parents

of pride within

microsystems

conditions

interaction

of his/her

environment

The
to
and its

Theories
are a number

of theories

and autonomy

that have developed

his or her society

around

must support

the idea that to

the child.

These supports
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are formal

and informal.

a dual role.
controls

Germain

suggests that social support

That system can be supportive

on the organization

person

(1991)

receives

or individual.

as o:tten detered

and nurtuffig
Germain

systems can serve

or it can seze

to place social

sees the kind of social support

by what that person

does and how willing

a

he/she is

to be receptive to the behaviors and efforts of others (Gennain). The social support
systems
(1988)

sees these support

that of moral
or spiritual

foundation.

of human

the adolescent

does not necessaiy

Although

that can, through

(1988)
Gilligan

to see alternative

education

most evident

places the development

he/she can make choices

environment.
helping

(1985)

along 'dtrough

and the cod's

as providing

Gilligan

identified

Eon's
interaction

that Eason

adolescence.

skills to match

influences

Eon's

stages. Bronfenbrenner
environment

that

in one's

as important

with the biological
(1979)

of

theory

way to behave.

is the need for continuity

is/her

for

(1985)

adolescence

that it is the appropriate

the psychosocial

with

is the foste

the foundation

it is not until the child reaches

the necessary

be a part

also seeds the success or failure

versus role confusion,

suggests

of a religious

consensus,

of education

in the same stage of development

based on reasoning

the child to develop

environment

views.

thread in all tbree flieories

Erikson

move the cod

world

a community

education

Gilligan

aspect of development,

mean the provision

that the purpose

sees moral

of identity

of age/stage appropriateness

A common

proposes

of the individual.

an important

Moral

GilIligan

development.

the behavior

systems as providing

education.

of the education.

moral

of monitomg

also serve the purpose

in

drives to

looks at the

with little if any
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mention

of biological

means of supporting

influences.

Social

and ng

Support

the individual

Theories

identify

flie environment

as well as an instent

as a

of social

control.
E*son
providing

(1985)

potential

frames

and Bronfenbrenner
cod

of reference

each point

to take from

The supportive

and Bronfenbrenner

Bronfenbrenner

while

and expeent

should

pushing

to school

for the developing

with

be both physical

note the need for the developing

in the familiar

point

cod.

to the need for supportive

the environment

environment

(1979)

on his/her

as a factor
addition,

Inn

environments

Eon

that allow the

what he/she has discovered.

and emotional.

Eon

and

child to be able to anchor

boundaries

in

to explore

a widening

his/her

frame

self

of

reference.
Children

and adolescents

and schools for support
Research
focused
today's

Council

(National

published

are growing

Research

a report

not on the behaviors
youth

must look to and depend
Council,

on adolescents

or choices

1993).

numbers

In 1993,

neighborhoods
the National

in ltigh risk settings.

of the adolescent

up in. "Increasing

on families,

Tm report

but on the environments

of America's

youth

that

are growing

up in circumstances that limit the development of their potential compromises their
heal@ impair 'dieir sense of self and generalty restrict their chances for successful bes"
(National

Research
Erikson

while

Council,

(1985)

still appeaig

placed

p.l3).
adolescence

to rebel against parental

as the time when looking
authority

is an important

like your

peers

step in the
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development

of identity.

The adolescent,

dumg

tis

period

of identity

versus role

confusion, is Mglffy sensitive to issues relating to body image and appearance. Powell
and JaUitsch
insufficient
under

(1993)found
facilities

for good hygiene,

such conditions

seeking
obstacles

that the homeless

of an education
the homeless

promotes

adolescent

is hungty

only marginal

is, out of necessity,
must overcome

and frequently
survival

placed

(Powell

is often poorly

dressed, have

exhausted.

Living

at the most basic level. The

near the end of a long list of

& Jaklitsch,

1993).
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Literature
The literature
impact

review

of homelessness

adolescents,

(b) public

adolescents,

(c)existing

policy

provide

educational

cognitive

regarding

programs

and adolescents,

reviewed

development

and services

below

also examines

and academic

success for shidents.

addition

I reviewed

providers,
seices

prevents

homeless
literature

by homeless

families

was made.

and children;

states was recognized
hornelessness

and

and

educating

homeless

and other professionals

issues of children

of homelessness
examined

or families

of homelessness

to

from

on the

and adolescents.

on access to school
in tis

attendance

study also looks at what,

accessing

educational

the role of educators

in promoting

and encouraging

the scope of the

issue of homeless

States an examination

homelessness

of cMdren

services.

hi

and social services
utilization

of school

students.

To better understand
the United

areas, (a) the

youth.

that examines

such as social workers,

four

children

toward

of teachers

Literature

youth

of homeless

directed

behavioral

the impact

i

development

looks at the impact

and emotional

The literature

if anything,

education

to homeless

literature

and emotional

and (d) the ability

seices

The literature

for this study examines

on the cognitive

children

Review

of literature

Some issues looked

(b) when the ciis
by federal

about the history

proportions

in particular

for

in the United

and (c) the effect
serices,

in

of

of homelessness

of homelessness

educational

and youth

of the growth

at are; (a) the extent

and state government,

on access to serices,

families

of

for families

and
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children.
The History

of Homeless

The existence
as western

in America

without

has moved

1992).

stahis, especially
would

of people

civilization

& Gnuiburg,

Fmnilies

from

The migratory

in the United

homes

an agrarian

nature

has become

to an indushialized

of populations

States, virtually

not have a home they could

Burnes,

paent

more

common

society

seeking to improve

guaranteed

(Giamo
their

that a part of the population

call their own for short periods

of time(Baum

&

1993).
Not

anything

since the Great Depression

resembling

the numbers

By the early 1980's
document
States.

No longer

adolescent

children

population

schoolage

in 1990 was between
disturbing

(McChesney,

of Education(USDE)

to End Homelessness
homeless

and younger

figure

(NAEH),
children,
500,000

is the variance

as seen now' (Stronge,

unattached

1993).

youth

The number

depending

organization,

grades Kindergarten

through

and 750,000

in the United
runaway
among

homeless

it is the U.S.
like the National

Alliance

The range given for
twelve,

(NAEH).

of homeless

to

were appeamg

of schoolage

on whether

that is doing the counting.

in the percent

population

seen

1993a).

agencies were beginning

singe male, or an occasional

or an activist

(USDE)

and 30's has this countty

of the homeless

was it just the stereotypical

and their status in school varies

Department

people

and social service

change in the makeup

but far more families

the homeless

of homeless

social activists

an alarming

of the late 1920's

in the United

States

An even more

school

age children

thought
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to be tnxant from
(Stonge,

school.

This figure

ranges from

(USDE)

to 31% (NAEH)

1993b).
The actual count for homeless

cMdren

due in part to the fact that the estimated
ninaways,
cMdren

(b) adolescents
who

homeless

families,

are doubied-up
addition

returned

to abusive

very young
former
(National

professionals

Research

Council,

basic needs of his/her

the

and shelter facilities

(National

with

body,

children

Cpalition
youth2

or victims

for

youth

1995).

hi

with traditional

because of their fear of being

of two cod

Homeless

and unattached

avoid contact

and

support

for the Homeless,

care (Cwayna,

1993)
welfare

systems,

adolescents

of unreported

are often

one for
either

maltreatment

1993).

has said that the indMdua}'s

these minimal

glossery,

system

agencies that provide

agencies

in foster

and one for adolescents.

Maslow(1970)

important

that may use services

posit the existence

of the child welfare

of (a) reported

(c ) adolescents

support

or placed

TMs is

who use shelter facilities,

or tmow-away

or community

may never be known.

are based on a count

of families

and friends

of nxnaway

families

children

clients

numbers

groups

Vast numbers

with famity

agencies

. Many

and youth

(d) and those who use community

vast numbers

social seice

and children

are a part of family

services to the homeless.

2See

10%

food,

water

necessities

Appendix

and shelter.

are for life.

A,

p

The homeless

Though

for

concern

is meeting
child knows

the
how

the child may be eating on a

definition

of

this

term.
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daily basis and has a place to sleep in a shelter facility
pendous nature
& Hranitz,

of her/his

1989).

access to food

Accompanying
While

safety.

often worry

that he/she will have his/her
1994)?

and physically

exhausting.

exhaustion,

from

for personal
(Powell

been found

increased

(Bassuk

Wilder,

delays,

deficits

to children

& Rubin,

Rafferty,

development
homelessness

and youth

Eddowes

safcty

buildings

youth

or sexual assault or

can be both emotionally

often exist in a state of

safe place to sleep or because of a sense of fear
override

with

children

the body's

and among

of the homeless

Wilder,

1995b).

incidences

population

Homeless

of cognitive

ability

in fine and gross motor
and anxiety)

Bassuk,
A number

of children
on children

and youth

Rubin

to rest

& Lauriat,

that could

and youth.

1986;

youth

has

in the last decade
and youth

developmental

skills),psychological

and behavioral

of researchers

unattached

children

delays,

of an equivalent age level fay

1987;

1991).

families

1995a;

levels of depression

comparison

cMdren

segment

to have increased

(i.e.speech

1991,

among

the fastest growing
1993b;

by physical

fear for your

1987;

and shelter is often the fear

or in abandoned

body violated

To live in constant
Homeless

bridges

& Rubin,

1993).

Homelessness

(Stronge,

under

This sense of fear can often

& Jaklitsch,

become

sheltemg

a lack of an adequate

safety.

and shelter (Bassuk

the fear of loss of food

for personal

both (Cwayna,

that child is all too aware of the

problems.

have

delays

problems

(i.e.,

This is in

size and economic status.
Rescoria,

have outlined

Parker

theories

suggest an explanation

& Stolley,

of the
for the impact

of
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The Impact

of Homelessness
hidications

on the Cognitive
are that children

and Emotional

Development

who are homeless

exhibit

of Children

some of the same

symptoms as dieir adult counte@arts. These are feelings of helplessness,isolation and
depression

(Bassuk

addition,the

longer

to form

& Rubiry

1987;

a child remains

interpersonal

and Fox, Barnett,
homeless

attacents

Davis

the more

(Stefanidis,

& Bird,

difficult

Pennbridge,

1990).

it becomes

MacKenzie

hi

for that cod

& Pottharst,

1992).
Stefandis
their family

and living

help and fewer
homeless

that youth

be willing
it

to help them.

people

in

they can ask for

h'i an exploratory

study of

may not tust

energy to care for or about others. "Lack

of bonding

to conventional

to the family

found

to find fewer

dismptions

adolescent

(ore,

(1994)

expected

who had experienced

the homeless

adolescents

networks"

that would

Cwayna

especially

produces

found

circumstances

people

youth

may have little
society,

et al.(1992)

unit, results in inadequate

who lack skills necessary

to build

Hawkins,

1992.

Day,

Catalano,

socialization
conventional

p.81).

Ifnot

and

that, in turn
friendship

dealt with,

'diis

disconnection from society can continue into adulthood (Horowit4 Boardman, &
Redlener,

1994).

Homeless
1987).
parents,

Bassuk

and Rubin

teachers

educational

cMdren

often become
found

and peers. In

acmevement,

withdrawn

that the depressed

and depressed
cod

explomg the psychosocial

Tower(1992)

noted

is difficult
impact

several conditions

(Bassuk

& Rubin,

to reach,

by

of homelessness
common

on

to homeless
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educational
cMdren.
living

achievement,
Tower

Tower(1992)

noted that homeless

conditions.

about their living

formulate

Homeless
levels. According

also noted that homeless

attendance.

There

records.
attempting

of living,

concentrahng

conceptuahzations,
children

often

to Zirna,

Wells,

move from

additional

lack of necessag

placement

they have difficulty

These moves

sites produces

student.

about the necessities

of events homeless

As the children

a necessity

exhibit

significant

& Freeman

children

often prompt

children

know

expend

such as getting

for academic

beyond

a

food

and

the

success (Tower,

delays in academic

(1994),

to

1992).

achievement

these delays can be attributed

to

such as: breaks in attendance.

place to place, there are apt to be lapses in

issues such as a delay in re

sites. The change in school
to school

md

delays due to

records.

records

where

the schools

the parent
are forced

could be additional

This delay is likely

does not transfer
to rely on the word

may choose not to enroll

delays in enrolling

to make sure that the information

attend school.

shame over their

on anything

changes in school

status of the child or the school
There

to homeless

solve. They also lack the ability

may experience

shelter to shelter,

may be mtances

Without

experience

circumstances.

Tower

common

a fear that their peers might

They lack the time and space to problem
systemic

a number

frequently

sterns from

consequently

necessities.

children

This shame frequently

great deal of energy worging
shelter,

noted several conditions

if the

the records

of the

of the parent

for

a child without

the child caused by the schools

is rece:med before

die child is allowed

cod has crossed school district boundaries.

to
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When

returning

(Grace

school,

delays due to lack of necessary

records

can occur

1994).
Much

from

to a former

of the learning

classmates,

opportunity

to reinforce

and especially

or parents.

participate

Homeless

lessons learned

in school.

reinforcement

frequenfly

either

lack the

As a result,

delays in speech, writing

in homeless

children

(Whitman,

Kendagor,1990).

Studies
Bassuk

in requires

children

in math skills are more pronounced

Accardo,Boyert,&

1989;

teachers

that children

conducted
and Rubin,

being some impainnent

by Bassuk,
1987;

working

with

others,

and Bassuk,Rubin,&

in language,

(Bassuk

Lauriat,

social skills and motor

& Rosenberg,

1986)

point

development

to there
of homeless

children. The Bassuk and Rosenberg (1989) sm% looked at the impact of
homelessness

on cMdren

and their parents.

The purpose

of the study was to establish

if

homelessnessis a decisive factor in the emotional behavioral and development deficits
the children

were found

to be experiencing.

were homeless

and cMdren

income,

size and single parenting.

family

with homes.

The researchers
h'i addition,

compared

the subjects

children

who

were matched

as to

Bassuk and Rosenbe@ (1989) could not conclusme§ say that homelessness
alone accounted
development
stressors,

for the deficits

of social skills. However,

such as poverty,

strong impact

in physiological
when

there was sufficient

on the level of depression,

development,
homelessness
dference

speech delays,

academic

skills,

or in the

was added to other life
in many

areas to point

and truancy

(Bassuk

&

to a
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Rosenbe@ 1989). Other studies (Bassuk, Rubin,& Lariat, 1986; and Bassuk and
Rubin

1987)

level where

referral

(Bassuk

that the incidence

Timberlake
school

& Rosenberg;

in homeless

children

and Sabatino

loneliness.

(1994)

Those

cMdren

lags in self-esteem,
experienced

expectations,
behaviors

Ziesmer

and Marcoux

that the teachers

that

The studies by Bassuk

Bassuk,Rubtn,&

withdrawal

examined

Lauriat)

and
suggest

and delays in fine motor

the impact

of cbfidren

skills

school

and Marcoux
in school.

(1992)

In addition

themselves

scored higher

on die Self-

school.

found

that homeless

to lags in grade level

that the children

called problematic.

attending

they identified

and not attending

also found

interviewed

Of those

only about 9% had assessments

who were attend:mg

other difficulties

a need for

and aggression.

and the degree to which

Ziesemer

was at a

and adolescents.

esteem Scale then those who were homeless
Besides

anxiety

& Rubin,

and anxiety,

children

assessed showed

and evaluations.

Bassuk

on their levels of self-esteem

as experienig

children

for depression,

referral

of depression

frequently

distress in homeless

but not homeless

a need for psyciatric

her colleges

school-age

and evaluation

who were low income

suggested

occur

that level of psychological

about half of the fifty

psychiatric
children

found

they studied

had

Besides the difficulties

these

children were experiencing,'die researchersfound that the children m the sm%
represented
homeless

a range of abilities

and needs.

status both academicaliy

experienced

difficulty

Some homeless

and emotionaliy

without

cMdren

could

any difficulty,

in only one area and still others experienced

adapt to their
some

academic

and
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The studies reviewed here identify emotional cognitive and developmental lags
in homeless

delays

children.

in speech,

in levels

level.

lower

in cNdren

children

who

1989;

not only

delays

cMdren

were

aggression.

also found

impact

children

and affect

seetned

children

to improve

with

specifically

school

the Education

and Marcoux

significantly

attendance.

designed

study

Ziesemer

depression,

anxiety

e:ibiting

and

the same

and Marcoux

children.

status without

apparent

experienced

difficulties

also points

levels

to meet

found

Some

in

1992).

Children

as

and Marcoux

enough

1987)

homeless

to all homeless

& Marcoux,

of Homeless

was

&

Lauriat,

Ziesemer

studied

(Ziesemer

(Bassuk

cNdren

cited.

to homeless

children

in academic

to be diverse

homeless

these fuidings

(1992)

for

peers in

in homeless

that many

evaluation

previously

some

areas.

Rubin,&

their

delays

of self esteem

and her colleges

found

to be able to adapt

in multiple

Regarding

Ziesemer

(1992)

not generalize

behind

lower

and an indication

for psychiatric

while

lagged

significant

experienced

that the level

and Bassuk,

found

cidren

and significantly

as researchers

and affect,

one area, others

Policy

1987;

they

found

Bassuk

but depression

of referral

could

meaning

school

& Rubin,

et al. (1994)

and that homeless

school.

and Marcoux

that they

The

levels

in need

and Zima

(1994)

did not attend

in speech,

on behavior

Public

and Sabatino

Bassuk

Ziesemer

skills

level,

not attending

of behaviors

homeless

achievement

who

were

et al. (1990)

and math

Timberlake

Rosenberg,

only

writing

of academic

grade

types

Whitman

wen

to the ability

as emotional

point

the special

of homeless

and behavioral

out a need for

challenges

programs

of the
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homeless studmit. hi 1987, Congress passed the first major piece of federal legislation
specifically

designed to address the needs of the homeless.

The Steward B. McKimiey
L. 100-77)

Homeless Assistance Act (SMHAA)

is the major piece of federal legislation under wich

of 1987 (Pub.

many of the food,

3helter, and educational progrmns to provide semce to the homeless are incorporated.
Tm

act was the first comprehensive piece of legislation that directly addressed the

problems of people who are homeless. Stronge (1993b) described the premise

of the

SMHAA

as a legal directive for states to provide services to homeless persons.

SMHAA

was the Federal government's

mandate that, "(a) all homeless children and

youth should have 'access to a free, appropriate public education'
handicapped cMdren)

The

(the guarantee for

and that (b) any state ha'ving a residency requirement

as a

component of its compulsory school attendance laws should review and undertake
steps to revise such laws to assure that the children of homeless individuals and
homeless youth are afforded a free and appropriate education'(Sec.721)"(Hebn,1992.
p. 27.).

The SMHAA provided grants to each state, Washior4
to establish an Office of Coordinator

for Education of Homeless Children and Youth.

The task of 4d* office was to gather information
children andyouth

D.C. and Puerto Rico

on the extent of homelessness of

in each state. This office was to examine the problems of homeless

cMdren and youth gaining access to schools and identify special educational needs of
homeless cMdren

and youth (Solarz, 1992). The information

gathered by each of the
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state offices

was to provide

educational

services for the homeless

Stronge
SMHAA
district

and Helm

as a federal

the basis for the various

(1991)

cMdren

students
& Helm).

either enrolling

Helm

(1992)

in school

also reported

Some school

or guardian
(Powers

A ninaway

Before

the enactment
had to denial

Between

and 1988

homeless
educational
V. Board

parents

in school

require
cod

his/her

of the S

level prevented

once enrolled

to accessing

(Stronge

educational

certificates,

that a parent

participation

immunization

or guardian

in school

of access to educational

of their children

whom

recourse

activities

of Education,

Union

Free School

in that Mary

district

Richards

of Education
school

they attended

District,
wanted

homeless

services was through

No.4

or

state courts.

were brought

(Helm,1992).

was settled in 1985

to have her children

until the family

people

by

boards were denying

services based on their place and type of residence

the same school

students.

may not have access to a parent

the pary

five cases against Boards

on behalf

This was significant

district

such as birth

districts

or authorize

for homeless

1993).

their advocates
1985

records,

out that even with

at flie state and school

difficult

barrier

or throw-a-way

who can sign forms

& Jaklitsch,

services

that another

records

must enron the cod.

of roadblocks

or remaining

of personal

records.

points

at the local school

services was the availability
and school

in each state.

(1993b)

law fliere was still a number

and guardiansmp requirements
from

and youth

and later Stronge

levels that made access to educational

Residency

state agencies to establish

became

homeless.

attend
An

Richards
(Helm).
school

in
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administrattve
Port

hea:ring upheld

Chester,

NY.

Ms. Richards'

The ruling

right to have her children

said that a place of residence

attend school

in not lost until

in

another

place of residenceis found. Subsequentcasesin New York looked 4t where the
children
school

were physically
they are required

Mason V. Board of
enactment

residing

at the time they enroned

in school to determine

to enroll

in. (Delgado

Public

required

to have equal access to public
access to education

New

York

became

the issue of pro'viding
proposals
regulations

were initially

for the homeless
Many

communities

student

because they had found
1988,

New

providing
residential

York

but mandated

students

a federal

regulations

access to schools

to be based on the earlier
was the district

in

and youth

guarantee

shelter

of

the guarantee

requiig

to have access to schools
Similar

responsibility.

currently

districts

wittm

debates and struggles

The
New York's

that the home

disttict

reside (Goldberg).

for these students

their school

school

addressing

(Goldberg,1988).

responsible

wittm

specifically

court fu'idings

wmch they

to being financially

temporary

status (Goldberg).

children

that the states provide

debate on the issue of community

passed regulations

for all children

homeless

it did not provide

the first state to propose

objected

District,1988;

(Helm).

homeless

set off strong

that states guarantee

education,

for all homeless

to equal access to education

School

Freeport Union School District, 1987) (Helm). The

Educatior4

of the SMHAA

v Freeport

the

district

(Goldberg).

to develop

their district

simply
In

programs
despite

took place around

the

coun$ as statesmoved to securefederal funds to develop programs to help with the
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national

homelessness

ciis

(Goldberg).

Three years after the enactmentof the SMHAA it was recognized that o4
mandating

access to education

sg

with

homeless

the implementation

children

McKinney

was not sufficient.
of education

and adolescents.

Act (Pub.L.

h 1990,

100-645).

and revise their law pertaining

Congress
progyaxm

Congress

These amendments

to attendance

"or

came to see that states were
that met the needs of

added amendments
required

to the

that states again review

other laws, regulations,

practices

or

policies that may act as a barrier to the enrollment, attendance,or successin school of
homeless

children

The amendments

and homeless
to SMHAA

defined

the conditions

develop

programs

direction

also included
wich

federal

for the homeless.

L. 100-645.sec.612,
additional
funds

hi a nation

But it could

stateB departments

mnendments
encourage,

language

could

financial

of education

and local school

to c

conditions

sec. 721).

'diat more clear§

come to the states to help

incentives,
officials

of a bias in die

federal

VerSuS

could not always mandate
through

amending

that has a history

of the rights of states to self determinahon

and the subsequent
laws.

under

youth."(Pub.

law, the SMHAA

changes

m

state and local

the cooperation
(Helm,1992;

between

& Markward,

1994).
hi addition
the review
attempted
child would

of states education
to build

in regulations

progy,

of financial
the 1990

that would

not only have access to school

reimbursement

mnendments

provide
but would

to the S

some assurance
acieve

and requuing
*o

that the homeless

success once enrolled.
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(Helm,

1992).

Success was defined

his or her fullegt
While

the SMHAA

was bffled as a comprehensrve

In addition,

worked

with homeless

through

financial

major

the SMHAA.

cMdren

There is another

(EAHCA,

Government

created procedures

progrmns.

The definition

behaviors

exhibited
evolved

with

emotional

Pub.L.

federal

94-142).

for special

The Education
In the EAHCA

for evaluation

over a long period
can prevent

some children

from

under

The evaluators

of the child for whom

determine

if the disability

is the result of a long term condition

There
transient

being homeless

(Komek

could be delays in completing

status of the cMd

and/or

is/her

the Federal

which

such as

the described

for services under

EAHCA.

of the cod

Children

for Special Needs Education

qualifying

services

to a

for students

that must be observed,

or the conditions

point

services under

of All Handicapped
of 1975

that

or both,

(1992)

educational

procedures

of students

of the types of conditions

challenges,

and Laycock

law that defines

services,

of programs

or behavioral

Walter-Thomas,

was to increase

and developmentally

the implementation

to start any program

Act of 1975

effects

reaching

for emergency

component

services for the physically

Komek,

incentives.

for special education

disability

and each student

program

in the educational

the act encouraged

flaw in the attempts

qualifying

a key point

access to educational

challenged.

in school

potential.

assistance for the homeless,
and simplify

as r

are being sought must
or are the result

of the

et al).
the assessient
family,

process,

the required

due to the

observations

cannot

be
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made if the cod

is not in school

access Special Needs Education
cMd

actuany

receiving

et al).

invomed

surviving

to acMeve.

while

Helnn (1992)
district
wMch

level.

There

the cod

et al).

identified

additional

residency

or the parent(s)

school

(Stronge

a

parent

or guardian

officially

(Stronge

& Helm,1991).

previous

school

Helm).

When

records

the school

may be tempora:iy
child get to school
away from

where

Immunization

housed

allows

in the daily task of

access to schools

reside in for the purpose

in districts

in

requirements

records,

of attending

may mandate

veication
for entrance

the child to attend

and how will the parent/guardian
housed

that ondy

or the state, can enroll
of birth records
into school
school

get to a school
(Stronge

students
and

(Stronge

despite where

there may still be the issue of transportation.

they may be tempora

the parent

at the state and local educational

outlining

by the parent

are also often required
district

by EAHCA,

away or nxn away youth,

Guardiansmp

designated

to be

h'i some states the child cannot move to a

other then the one bis or her parent(s)
1990).

may

up to the child

plan, as indicated

may be to involve

district

&Tenhouse,

due to a change in housing
catcg

legal barriers

can

there could be delays in the

education

requirements
reside.

child

delays, the need for the parent(s)

Or, as with throw

(Komek

are

for that cMd

The parent(s)

Once the homeless

EAHCA,
schools,

of the special

being homeless.

may not be available

Changing

to organizational

in the implementation

may be difficult

under

of the seices

addition

Inn

et al.,1992).

Serices

the serices.

result in delays in records
(Komek

(Koffiek

How

&
he/she

will the

that may be miles

& Tenhouse,

1990).
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Before

the enactmettt

court to attend the schools
(Helm,1992).

of the S

in the districts

The SMHAA

education,

of programs

The S

provided

to provide

financial

by states to meet educational
attempted
student

specifically.
with

(Komek

the right

needs of homeless

students

home dishict

of all children

status. S

access to education
to encourage

as her

to the individual

implementation
(Helm).

and behaviorly

act governing

to

left the
states.

of programs

The act also
challenged

to address the needs of this population

federal

had to go to

homeless

SHMAA

special needs educational

serices

et al., 1992).
With

the enactment

to education

reimbursed
designed

of the SMHAA

for any cod

to cooperate
to provide

approach

Programs

educational

be clear cut.

serices

for Educating
working

is their ability

to become

with

Three

children,

to states the

It is the law, and states are

students.

child in a number

of programs

that are

These programs
of ways.

Children

the homeless,

seemingly

incentives

are a nutnber

to homeless

Homeless

they will not be found.

services for and by homeless

There

the homeless

One difficulty

be found,

should

and the financial

with the mandate.

the task of educating

Existing

youth,

an existing

idenffied

despite housing

incentives

In attempting

students frequently

identified

to address the needs of the etnotionally

conflicted

access

the student

and its amendments

have equal access to a public
implementation

homeless

invisible.
strategies

youth

in particular
Sometime,
for increasing

adolescents

unattached
Ifthey

homeless

do not wish to

services

or their families

and use of
are increased
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collaboration
and/or

between

social service

becomes

schools

and agencies

agencies have reached

how to introduce

a service

encourage

sensitivity

services

& Jaklisch,1993).

approach

homeless

the family

them to available

services if they wish to (Powell
individualize

serving

that involves

Once schools

or the adolescent
and helping

Secondly

community

to the issues of homelessness

youth.

them in using those

to develop

school

and

and tmdly

outreach,

among

the challenge

to

(Powen &

personnel

Jaklisch).
Stronge
for homeless
support

(1992a)

children.

programs.

A transitional

opportunity

educational

opporhinities

programs
outside

witbin

for meeting

regular

school

Moyer

(1990);

programs

the needs of homeless

students.

the context

to provide

Main

streamed

of programs

the needs of the homeless
to provide

additional

student.

services
(Stronge

to mainstream

programs

community

seeking

solutions

to public

school

to meeting

the educational

provide

schools

with

Supplementary

found

Eddowes

programs

programs

&Tenhouse,

but also point

some changes.

programs

or transitional

to the homeless

(1990)

with

inte

in existing

and Tenhouse

students

for educational

mainstream and supplemental

and Stronge

and availability

Programs

is designed

hours in a part time mode

accessibility

students.

program

for homeless

are those designed

transitional

are transitional

These programs

educational

modifications

suggests that there are three models

(1992)

support
student

1990).

advantages

as having

some

to

potential
pointed

to meet

out that

are not the only issues for a
needs of the homeless

that work with homeless youth need to look at ensiuig

the
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appropriateness

of the placement

of each child.

It is important

the child be placed at a level 'dmt is both appropriate
Eddowes

promoted

also provide

a shelter program

that the program

help

for gyaae, age and abffity.

with transitional

schools. This program

should

day care so that parents wffl have adequate care for theiryounger

children

while they look for housing

or keep appoinhnents

with agencies they are connecting

with for assistance or work.

Tm

could help prevent the parent(s) from

having to keep older cMdren
adolescent parents from
MacKay

type of program

home from school to care for younger

dropping

wMch the schools are found in determining

should provide

Training

ight

that communities

part of the shelter complex
centers provide
adults to improve

would the

of educational

with extensive homeless populations

choices for the homeless and those who
educational

programs

difficult.

that Nunez wrote about used the concept of the Residential

Center (RETC).

in

not only

but what types of programs

have other issues that make accessing mainstream
One program

of the community

be more likely to use.

(1994) proposed
a continu'iun

the invoent

what types of programs

work best for the homeless in their community

Nunez

and

out of school. (Eddowes).

and Hughes (1994) promote

homeless in their community

children

Tffi

model provides

educational

where the homeless families

education for the cidren
their marketability

centers are a place where the family

service in a center that is

or youth are housed.

as well as trag

in the employment

Educational

opportunities
market. hi addition

can meet with providers

These

for the
these

of support services, such
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as social workers
(Nunez).

schools

life, counselors

and working

the educational
Nunez

(1994)

cidren
homeless

students

traditional

school

that children

with

and problems

student

to move into

meetings

widi

to ensure continuity

School

school,

of

is designed

not be placed

model,

rather
which

into the schools

the school

that is closest to where

developed

a system where

program.

missed

dumg

The premise

programs

then d

mid stresses teaching
and repetition

is the more

common

all over the school

he/she is housed.

is

to catch up but

central

& Tenhouse,1990).

school

concepts,

(Nunez).
model,

district.

Many

they either pick the children

and bus them to a designated

to

sermces to help

opportunities

in remedial

school

Tm model has a low teacher to student ratio, mgbly

program.

solving

as compared

to pro'vide

affer school

services

in educational

ages five to thirteen

This is an accelerated
should

a support

for the disparity

to the needs of the child programs

(Stronge

by attending

make up some of the time and learning

The mainstream

schools

the Brownstone

cMdren

Brownstone

rather in an accelerated

the homeless

fliey are prepared

and other programs

to compensate

to homeless

hours.

child care centers.

(Nunez).

who are bed

indMdualized

schools

also discussed

available

self contained

reach the stage where

was designed

with homes.

and also provide

help them with the transition

closely

progrmns

This model

opportunities

analysis

counselors

As the adults andyouth

mainstream

model.

and job

The student

school

up from

attennpts to work

&ticts

the various

attends

have
shelter

sites

or pick them up and bus them to various
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Programs
promoted
1990).

that provide

in the literature

support

seices

(Eddowes,

These services include,

1992;

health

to the homeless
Nunez,

1994;

student

Stronge

care, meals, and personal

were also

& Tenhouse,

hygiene

facilities.

hi

the school programs need to provide space and extended time to allow the

additior4

student to work on homework within the stnucture of the school given that the
atmosphere
homework

of the shelters
assignments.

KOOL-IS

program

Organized

on Learning

School

District.

students
work

al).
Cmz,

Eddowes

CA as having

educational

the support
(1989)

developed

reviewing

identified

designed

approach

on completing
the Seattle

children.

Kids

by the Seattle

in working

needs of the student

with the
but also to

that may have led to their homeless
and social senAces all meet within

room

setting to help transition

services

smoothly

identified

schools

into mainstream
in Salt Lake

the child and

school

City, UT

the

(James et

and Santa

that strive to meet more then just the

they serve.
program

by the parents/guardians

andyouth

housing,

programs

needs of the students

The literature
invomement

the conditions

setting in a transitional

and Hranitz

is a program

uses a multidiciplinary

health,

specifically

to the needs of homeless

to not only meet learning

services,

through

(1991)

(KOOL-IS)

in addressing

school

family

children

in School

and their families

mainstream

& Mann

as one that is responsive

The various

his/her

James, Smith

This program

with families

status.

and the street do not allow for concentration

going to school

options

in resoiving
(Eddowes,1992;

stressed the need for the continued
issues that may develop
Eddowes

& Hranitz,

for homeless
1989;

Jatnes
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et al, 1991;

Nunez,1994;

that an important
supportive

status (Eddowes;

of Teachers

Homeless

& Tenhouse,1990).

part of any successful

of the adult members

homeless
Impact

& Stronge

of the student's

Eddowes

and Social

educational

program

family

& Hranitz;

Workers

These researchers

also noted

is to be understanding

tiying

to move beyond

and

their

James et al; Nunez).

on the Provision

of Educational

Services

to

Youth

In addressing the issue of services provided to homeless you@ it was
determined
compared

that while

homeless

with non-homeless

youth

may have access too more services

youth,

youth

is not asgood as for the youth

1990).

It has been noted previously

the prognosis

as

for success in school for homeless

who are not homeless.(Stronge
that parental

overall,

involvement

& Tenhouse,

is cnucial to providing

services to homeless children and youth (Eddowes,1992; Eddowes & Hranit41989;
James et al,1991;
importance
families

& Nunez,

of coordinating

(Eddowes,

1994).
serices

1992;

Eddowes

The stress of homelessness
families

can create barriers

Dupper&

Halter,

the cod's
secure food,

1994).

educational
shelter

for homeless
& Hranitz,

Parents/

parenting

guardians

children,

1989;

and the inability

to effective

have also noted the
adolescents

and their

James et al, 1991;

Nunez,

1994).

to meet the daily needs of their
(Ziesemer

& Marcoux,

may not be as conciencous

needs such :m, daily school

and clothing

Social workers

These same researchers

attendance

because

1992;
about meeting

of their need to

may be overwhelming.

and the agencies they work

for can look

at providing

integrated
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services

1991;

that give

MacKay

a continuum

& Hughes,

of care for homeless

1994).

These

services

youth

(Kurtz,

can include

Ja

& Kurtz,

referrals

for financial

assistance,help in secuig documentation for enrollment in school assistancein
seeking

and secut

support

services

provide

some

shelter,

for the homeless

of these

that is supportive

additional

reunification

with

adolescent's

family

and their

workers,

job

1992).

initial

et al.).

that include

fami§

The unattached

home

based

counselors,

Of these potential

medical

team

workers

youth

or adolescent

can also

in a way

may need

possible

if reg

to the

et al.).

can help provide

between

many

the teacher

for homeless

disciplines,

and teachers

in the student

these

away youth

to help with

programs

worker

professionals,

of the changes

social

or throw

(Kurtz

cooperation

Besides

away

to residential

members,

fa,

interventions

is not an option

means

care providers.

and his/her

of care that the social

families

observations

to health

for the nin

or referral

of origin

continuum

cMdren

youth

same seices

(Kurtz

services

The

and referrals

(Ziesemer

is frequenfly

social

& Marcoux,

the first

that may indicate

to make

a change

the

in the living

statusof a student. For example, the student may sudde4 appearvery tied in class
over several

These

noted

days,

bnies

may

be observed,

can an be signs of changes

by the teacher

assistance

Metzendorf

or refer

in the child's

in the classroom,

the child

& VanBoskirk,

to others

1986;

excessive

li

the teacher

1992).

odor

situation.

can either

such as a social

Linchan,

body

worker

James

mid dirty

Once

clothing.

a change

has been

approach

the child

or school

nurse

et al.(1991)

outlined

to offer

( Leme,

the
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roles of flie multidisciphnary
Seattle.

teams of professionals

These roles were identified

effectively

attempt

of case manager,

the homeless

school pmcipal

teaching

staff participate

service network,

evaluator.

The school

teachers

team which

case manager, a coordinator ofvolunteer

and the program

that can

on an as needed basis. In addition,there

up of the

volunteer

nurse, nursing

made up of other types of service providers,

then refers

is mde

seices,

is the role

and other

The case manager

case management

in

in this program

from

status of the student.

program

a progrmn

Prumry

who is the first to recerve inforrmtion

to an intenprofessional

worker/tutor

as essential to creating

to meet the needs of its students.

agencies regardig
the student

in the KOOL-IS

volunteer

was

staff and

a community

who coordinate

other

serices with the school such as medical appointments (James et al.)
Dupper

and Halter

study concluded
cooperation
pivotal

that school

necessary

circumstances

records

while

helping

of the child and parent.
clothing

social worker

can assist in gatheig

and, working

with the teachers,

(Levine

a survey

This study identified

this collaboration.

on issues of transportation,

resources

conducted

of interagency

and shelter staff promoted

and collaboration.

role in foste

obtaining

(1994)

et al.,1986;

more

school

behavior.

and consistent

social workers

interagency
as playing

The school

social worker

can help in

to maintain

confidentiahty

about the

The social worker

and funds
information

assist the family
Linehan,1992).

can also work

for extra school

expenses.

about the child's
in getting

referrals

The

a

with the family
The school

developmental
to appropriate

sta'ff
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Teachers
environment
Moyer

by helping

(1990)

Each serving

as an extension

in identification

suggest homelessness
(Ziesemer

homeless

students

readily

surveyed
students

who were transferig

does not address homeless
of concern

for teacg

Lash and Kirkpatrick

found

transfers.

School

described

as gaps in knowledge

in school

curricula

curricula

wich

The teachers

as creating

also felt students

The teachers

teaching
While

population.

the study

effects

of school

problems,

schools

differences
use different

s/he left off at their last school

were not on task and lost valuable

areas

What

also identified

Different

is

(1994)

out some possible

led to learning

for the students.

up where

as to placement,

other schools.

academic

in

of the cod's

Lash & Kirkpatrick

of a transient

identified

by the teachers.

could make picking

from

to the teachers,

problems

to the need for

or not they are involved

it does point

who are members

according

point

about the issues around

in particular,

was that teachers

or social

the information,

into their classroom

students

transfers,

in California

students

source to the advocate

can keep daily records

and can be shared with the next teacher.
in eight schools

that may

whether

teachers

Teachers

for the student

et al.(1992)

so that if the child must transfer

teachers

and the social worker

problems

referral

programs

hi addition,

student.

of the eyes and ears of the other.

Komek

to have individualized

and work
available

1992).

and safe

of the homeless

see the roles of the teacher

and can serve as an initial

programs.

a nurtuig

the circumstances

of signs of possible

& Marcoux,

special education
progress

staff to understand
(1994)

be trained

worker

role in providing

and Gracenin

as interlwined.
should

can play an important

insttuction

difficult.
and study
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time woe
students

they adjusted

miss a great deal of instnuctional

they were not enrolled
the teachers
students.
negative

These school tramfers
impact

teachers

facing

The school

of the school.

and others professionals

to a need for additional
submit

the homeless

issues affecting
important

homeless

role in promoting

& Jaklitsch,1993).
teacher's

acceptance

and motivation

can potentially

MacKay

youth

vital to the child not increasing

his/her

within

the impact

Powers

persomel

In addition

and safe environment
(1994)

and

identify

rccerve
teachen

he/she is at emotionany
sense of helplessness.

of

students,

problems

tr

on the

can play an

for the student

the child's

the

and

must be aware of the unique

and their fmni)ies.

of the child where

& Kirkpatrick).

for success for homeless

that school

on

and can have a

addressing

for service pro'viders.

and Hughes

schools

and social effects

and the cidren

Some literature,

a nurtumg

of changing

difficult
(Lash

the year when

serve as a focal point for the

for the family

They propose

du

the need for services for families

on the potential
training

felt that transfer

impact

can have psychological

that school personnel

youth.

the academic

identified

of the service providers

atmosphere

JaUitsch(1993)

attitude

(1992)

linked.

these teachers

time because of periods

Besides

transfer

Finany,

were seen as emotionally

on the student's

and Shepardson

together

community

points

that school

to be school

coming

in any school.

reported

Levy
cMdren

to their new school.

perception

(Powers
of the

and developmentally

as
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Analysis

of the Literature
reviewing

Inn

children,

it was found

accessing
sutvival,

seices.

such as shelter;
far down

(Hranitz

the homeless
attached

services

priority

(Hranitz

a group

and possibly

of homeless

services.

Often
families

1993a).

of an

a fear of rejection

of

of shame that could be

reluctant

to attempt

youth

on homeless

youth

to access

and unattached
by

about the complex

support

educational

services for
services

a low

et al., 1991).
and educational

services there appears to be

issues were not as widely

between

the ages of twehre and fifieen
et al.(1992)

families

youth

can make accessing

Kurtz,

whose

of homeless

A lack of appropriate

homeless

Stefanidis

In addition,

and unattached

or the sixteen to twenty-one-year-old.

educationaL

for

and unattached

there is a lack of understanding

twelve-year-old
youth

from

move the seeking
parents

the feeling

the ability

1987;

cMdren

requirements

safety,can

youth

and youth

1993).

and unattached

hi the literature

1991).

may make homeless

(Stronge,

& Eddowes,

children

task for homeless

Johnson,

with homeless

issues of homelessness

needs of homeless

homeless

and personal

issues could influence

working

families

clotg

society,

(Cwayna,

to access educational

homeless

issues can impede

1987;

by mainstream

professionals

the educational

on the list of important

& Eddowes,

Systemic

addressing

The need to meet basic human

food;

to being homeless

educational

youth

that many

educational

education
youth

the literature

conducted

There

researched

as the four to

has been litde research

specifica§

a study of the effects

relat

to their

of attacent

on
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istory

for twelve

did look

to seventeen-year-old,

at relationsMps

formed

the mean age was 16.5 years. WJie

in school

study did not address what the impact
The bulk
education
cMdren

of the literature

as a factor

in suggesting

of homelessness

addressed

Rosenburg

fall in the elementary

(1989)

developmental

and Bassuk

& Rubin

and emotional

models

for homeless

models

specifically

the possible

Studies

(1987)

status of four

children
designed

grades.

effects

such as the KOOL-IS

the

of homelessness

The majority

at the impact

to meet the needs of the younger,

&

on the

year old children.
and Brownstone

on

of these

such as those by Bassuk

looked

to twelve

stabilization,

study

was on education.

for the child in the age range of four to twelve.
would

tis

The school
Schools

were

age cod

elementary

(James et al.,1991).
There
adolescent.
children

has been research

The education

is from

the literature

15.5 to 16.5

(Kurtz

through

expeenting

with

fifteen,

dealing

the roles of an emerging

Powers

away

but the average age of these
& Jaklitsch,

centers on preparation

as self supporting.
still has many

with the nin away or throw

is addressed,

et al.,1991;

this population

into the job market

years, twelve

Statement

of this population

about educating

for moving

specifically

1993).
of tm

The child in the middle

of the needs of the younger

Much

of

age group
adolescent

cMd

and is

adult (Eison,1985).

of the Problem

The enactment
acknowledgment

of the McKinney

by the federal

Act in 1987

government

served as an official

of the scope of the homelessness

issues in
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America.

The homeless

homeless

children

and youth

first comprehenstve
provide

to the homeless

areas include
educational
attempting

programs,

to address solutions

to address some conditions

Jakhtsch,1993

homeless

mid progrmns

cited material

health

housing,

issues (NASW,

Hranitz

families

and youth.
priority

mean that they are not aware of the need to attend school

Ifhomeless

parents/guardians

students

from

accessing

funded

in

These

training

and

Besides

the act also attempted
such as inadequate

Powell

of education

and unattachedyouth

The fact that the
does not necessa

or to send their cMdren

educational

desire to attend school

the right to education
services?

&

on the

Solarz, 1992).

there and the laws are in place to guarantee
homeless

for programs

& Eddowes,1987;

as a high or immediate

& Eddowes;

individual

1995).

reasons for the low priority

needs to be met by homeless

Hranitz

under

to

serices.

(Cwayna,1994;
possible

programs

for educational

funding

to some causes of homelessness,

may not place education

school (Cwayna;

the twenty

was the

in the causes of homelessness.

affordable

and mental

multiple

that were the result of homelessness,

) has addressed

list of imtnediate

Among

pohcies

be factors

care and access to educational
Previous§

to pull together

1995).

and in particular

(Pub. L. 100-77)

This act was to provide

or nonexistent
poverty

designed

are included

by Congress,to

insufficient

across the country

The S

( NASW,

& Te*ouse,1990).

the areas considered

medical

(Stronge,1993).

to assist the homeless

services (Stronge

was increasing

piece of legislation

assistance

programs

population

what

This exploratory

can prevent
study

to
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addresses

three

questions

Minneapolis.

The

to homeless

youth

requirements

for

fifteen-year-old

questions

twelve

about

are, what

to fifteen

these services?

homeless

educational

youth

for youth

are the educational

years

What

services

in Minneapolis?

are the barriers

in Minneapolis?

twelve

to fifteen

and support

services

What

years

available

are the eligibility

to services

in

for the twelve

to
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Methodology
A qualitative
educational
me;lve

seices

to fifteen

literature

evaluation
available

to provide

in the city of Minneapolis

indicated

educational

information

about the

for homeless

that attend school in the Minneapolis

reviewed

addressing

was conducted

school

youth,

district.

that there has been little research

ages

The body

of

done specifically

services for this age group.

Study Design
Tms study examined
access to educational
informants
services

to homeless

for youth.

youth

or administrators
agencies

Public

and Family

terms of student

(MPS),

Services

the programs

offered

designed

7th to 12th

The MPS

inner

are(a) advocacy,

grade, (c) family

for African-American

district

and American

population
group

in the study.

and Hennepin

The

County

school

districts

in

The City hic. is a multi-cultural,
and their families.

(b) day treatment

Indian

these services.

to participate

city youth

and individual

of

that is an advocacy

is the largest

for

The

services to tis

by a group

in the state of Minnesota.

agency that serves patny

adolescents

educational

The City Inc.(TCI),

multi-faceted

by TCI

in Minneapolis.

of agencies that provide

published

(CFS).

as well as those needed

of their status as either providers

were selected to contact

Schools

population

provided

to fifteen

that pro'vide

list of organizations

Thre": nrganizatinns

Minneapolis
Children

a

twelve

were selected because

A list of potential
from

currently

services for youth

interviewed

was drawn

the seices

therapy
clients

programs

Some of
for

and ctasis intervention

and their families,

(d) a
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treatment

group

home for girls 12 to 17, (e)as wen as an alternative

high school

seg

provided

tm agency but does seive to give an overview

by

grades 7 to through

12. Tffi

junior

is not an exhaustive

and senior

list of the services

of the scope of the serices

TCI provides.
Hennepin

County

homeless

families

homeless

families,

in Minneapolis

as having

with

The MPS

cidren

County.

to

to serices

was implemented

by the schools

suburbs

to

to address
by working

or anonymous

reporter,

attendance
of its role as pary

eapolm. The City hic. was
to youth

and in particular

12 to 15. In seeking
providers

it provides

In addition

and several of the first mg

was chosen because

it provides

school for youth

of the services

unit wmch

who are identified,

with school

services in the city of

that the seniice

support

in Minneapolis

problems

the services

and Hennepin

CFS has a school

the issue of tncy
with families

CFS was chosen because

have provided

school

educational

of educational

chosen because of the scope

because

an alternative

provider

TCI provides
program

of

alternative

it was important

services to youth

12 to 15 who are

homeless.
Atrators
of flie policies

with the MPS
of these organizations

but to homeless
interviewed
homeless

fmnilies

andyouth

and TCI were inteiewed
in providing

in particular.

educational

youth

with resources.

Teachers

an ovenAew

senAces to an students

The CFS social worker

to discuss the role of a CFS social worker
fatnilies

to provide

i;n helping

were intemewed

was

to connect

the

because they
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provide

first hand observations

were interviewed
agencies,

because they provided

the school,

the famity

Administrators
may work

with

administrators

from

homeless

in tm

research

The administrator
Alternative

Programs

Federation

of Alternative

organization

not a part of the Public
that MPS

administrator
TCI.

from

The school

Schools.
of schools
School

The social worker
on is

position

as pary

social service

names of staff who

educational

administrators
teachers

interviewed

services.

The

was responsible

for

were asked
or social workers

in this research

and, in addition,
The Federation
that provide

District.

in their

is the Director

serves as coordinator
of Alternative

educational

These schools

with to provide

TCI interviewed

programs

social workers

in tbis study.

of the MPS

contracts

flie various

who in their organization,

study and identify

with the MPS

composed

between

providing

The identified

to ask to participate

schools

and youth

were asked to identify,

to participate

a bridge

MPS

and TCI were asked to provide

families

these programs.

in their classrooms.

and the youth.

MPS

administemg

progra

of the cNdren

serices

education

for the
is an

to students

can be Charter

alternative

for this research

Schools

but are

schools

to students.

is the Director

of

or
The

of Education

for

and day care are in this deparbnent.
from

MPS

social worker

serices

to homeless

families,

capacity

for about eightyears.

living

Shelter

Education

Program,

with the program

in shelters,

A social work

that provides

for the MPS.

aide from

was selected

based

educational

He has served in tm

the Shelter

Education

Program
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of the MPS

services

was also interviewed.

to homeless

has served

support

in this capacity

unit

was identified

this population

worker

youth

families

for

of youth.

for about

work

aide also provides

for the Minneapolis

six years.

by members

The

social

of that unit

this worker

in Minneapolis

Public

worker

because

also serves

educational

Schools.

from

The

aide

CFS

school

of her extensive

work

as a volunteer

that works

with

nxn-away

teaching

at TCI

agreed

with

outreach

and throw-away

and adolescents.

research.

with

ten years

She specifically

students

in the identified

a junior

igh

school

b eing interiewed

identifying

years

social

in shelter

In addition

an organization

A teacher

agreed

The

several

to participate

experience

works

with

population.

the junior

igh

which

At the recommendation

was contacted

to see if there

for this study.The

pmcipal

teacher

program

to contact

about

has been teaching

for

participate

would

of the MPS

was a teacher

of the school

to participate

who

would

years

include

administrator

agree to

was asked to assist in

in the research.

over twenty

in the

with

The teacher

who

over ten of those

at the same school.

Instniments

Four

B-E).

Each

The

sem-stnuctured

questionnmres

questiomimre

the interviewee's

from

the MPS;

interview

were

designed

was designed

area of expertise.

questionnmres

to require

to approach

of TCI.

developed.(See

30 to 45 minutes

the topic

A questionnaire

one for the administrator

were

from

A separate

to administer.

the frame

was developed

Appendixes

of reference

of

for the administrator

questionnaire

was
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developed

assigned

for teachers,

to the functions

organization.
were

and for social

The

carried

of teacher

questionnaires

keeping

the four

and social

worker

were

approach

the responses

designed

the titles

vary

to elicit

areas that

can serve

are the same the tasks

depending

information

career.

of the questionnaires

or the job

the widest

on the areas of t's

as potential

requirements,

Each

was used to elicit

focused

(a) residency

role

While

on the

about

how

tasks

out.

A semi-stnuctured

while

workers.

barriers

(b) guardianship,

range

research.

of responses

As previously

to access to educational

( c ) placement,

services

and (d) success

addressed

an four topics

from

to several

organizations

identified

noted

are

in school

the prospective

of the

of the inteiewee

Procedure

A telephone

providing

educational

call information

secure

what

call was made

seices

was requested

permission

administrator

to intenAew

would

for providing

educational

call outlining

the study

person

previously

the research
a letter

youth

as to what

atrator

staff

membei.i

have information
senAces

proposal

identified

to be conducted

indicating

to homeless

with

regarding
youth.

and requesting

the telephone

their

that they understood

staff

would

of these

to homeless

dumg

12 to 15 years

written

call.

old. hi the telephone
need to be contacted

organizations.

the policies
A letter

Agencies

of the organization
the telephone

to interview

granting

to return,

of the research

to

It was also asked

followed

permission

was requpsted

the nature

as possibly

the

approval

for

to the researcher,

and give permission
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for the researcher

identified

to proceed.

in the study.

Before

The letter

also granted

(See Appendixes

contacting

members

permission

to have the agency

F-H.)

of the staff

of the MPS

the researcher

was required

to present, for approval the proposed research to the MPS Research, Evaluation and
Assessment

contact

Department.

was initiated

Each

Upon

with

of the persons

date and time

of the interview

At the time

the consent

subject

form

was sent those

form

interview

could

be terminated

interviewee

was then

researcher

also signed

researcher

was left with

Limitations

of Study

A limitation

informants

Minneapolis

that s/he could

that were

by either

the consent

form.

A copy

with

to set up an

cog

the

of the interview.

A

the letter.

with

a second

copy

it and if s/he had any questions.

to answer

at any point

asked to sign in all places

in the study

was presented

decline

party

by telephone

the purpose

I) was included

had reviewed

telephone

Schools.

to participate

each subject

and asked if he/she

this department,

was contacted

identifying

Appendix

of the interview

was also reminded

agreeing

and again

(see

from

of Alternative

to be interviewed

A letter

of the consent

approval

the Director

appointment.

copy

gaining

she/he

any questions

duig

of the consent

form

with

signed

The

and the

by the

each interviewee

Design

of this study

interviewed.

that provides

is the size of the sample

There

educational

of organizations

is at least one other

services

to twelve

organization

to fifteen

The

and that the

the interiew.

was in agreement

of

oldyouth.

and key

in

The
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perception

of staff from

population

of youth.

families

another

Other

and or youth

organizations

An exploration

comprehensive

view

expanded
should

to include

have been included

placement,
school

residency,

site level.

assigned

of this group

support
providers

a

part of
more

in Minneapolis.
the selection

of key informants

information

and support

when

as a

could give

because s/he could pro'vide

from

to homeless

programs

A Pmcipal

guardianship

counselor

serices

and social workers.

A social worker

a family

support

of service

of organizations,

more teachers

as to what is needed for tms

or educational

of services available

the selection

may vary

providing

may have tutomg

their programs.

As with

organization

TCI

entei

services

should

from

are dealt with

at TCI.

a MPS

be

school

as to how issues of

been included.

the program

could

at the individual

Each youth

is

The perception

of the

TCI social worker as to what are the issues around educating homeless youth mit
vary

sigcant§

county
actually

from

social worker.

teachity

A third point

ofview

Education
might

Program

be gathered

social worker
from

a so

or die
worker

in the schools.
As with

provided

those of the Shelter

social workers,

a d3ffermg
homeless

other alternative

viewpoint
youth.

Teachers

view

in the classroom

of teacher

key infomiants

as to type mid scope of problems

school programs.

aide may have a different
responsibility

a larger vmicty

from

other MPS

hi addition

of the homeless

encountered

sites could be included

teachey aides could
youth

may have

since his/her

is not the actual teaching.

A teacher

when
as

wen

also be mcluded.

The

pary
aide may be more
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aware of the non-academic

issues that students

social acceptance,

and mental

physical

face daily,

such as personal

hygiene,

well being.

Finally, in using the age of twehre to fifteen I chose to use o4 middle school
teacher

informants.

not experience

Ziesmer

academic

at the appropriate
experiencing

& Marcoux

(1992)

noted that some homeless

delays in all areas. Ayouth

rate could

academic

who is progressing

be in tenth grade at age fifteen.

delays s/he may be in the fiffh

children

through

Conversely,

do

school

if the youth

grade at age twelve.

is

The

viewpoint of teachersand social workers working with studentsin M@ school or
elementary
middle

school

school

could vary

or junior

significantly

from

that of those working

with

students

in

Mgh level.

Data Collection
Each inteiew
were conducted

was conducted

by the researcher.

approximately

forty

approximately

30 rniriutes.

dealt more
youth.

in depth with

All interviews

interviews
facilitate

minutes.

Deviations

The inteiews

Interviews

with

awareness

All interviews

with the aators

took

the teachers

The questionnaires
overall

site of the interviewee.

compamon

dumg

the analysis

from

sought by the subject

and social workers

for the administrators

with written

took

had questions

of the issues of homelessness

were audio taped. Full transcripts

to facilitate
coding

at the work

and homeless

were made of the taped

notes about the inteiew,

and to

of the data.

the actual questionnaires

as to what the question

occurred

when

claication

was asking. Deviations

that

was

also occurred
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when the researcher

wanted

clacation

or expansion

of a response

of the subject.

Data Analysis
Content
interview

insttument

the interiew
education

of homeless
themes

additional

correction

established

on covemg

the common
Two

analysis was used to analyze
common

The instniments

of: (a) residency,

themes

of problems.

themes.

the predetermined

youth.

emerged:

the data collected.

The stnucture

of the

This was done to keep the focus

subtopics

within

the broader

were designed

(b) guardianship,

to elicit responses

(c )placement,

(e) scope of the problem,

topic

of
around

(d) success.

and (f) responsibility

of

for
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Findings
The questions
suggested
barriers

by the information

to education

about education
problem.

directly

taken from

for homeless

for homeless

These questions

administrators
work

given to the respondents

with homeless

serices

of the data a theme

as to how much

information

key informants

youth

wit

life. htformation

their organization
in the organization.

regarding

the housing

students

youth

for correction

of the

or the professions

The amount

they worked

This theme

with.The

status of students

of information

amount

depended

of

on

two

role each key informant

had about the homeless

was dependent

students

knew

had as well as what type of

the key informants

or community

what key informants

in Minneapolis.

and the professional

status of the indMdual

role of the key informants.

youth

have about the housing

of the organization

informant

area was n

who either are

around

key infonnants

infornnation

plays in the student's

major

areas were what is known

to homeless

developed

of homeless

they had about the homeless

The stnicture

major

areas that were

youth.

information

things.

reviewed.One

and who has the responsibility

that provide

about the scope of the problenn
developed

Other

several major

were asked of seven professionas

of programs

In the analysis

the literature

students.

youth

covered

on the role of the key

key informants

also depends

had

on the professional
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Scope of the Problem
The data indicates

that administrators

hard data about the numbers
worker

with

tbrough

our program"

a copy of a report

school year 94-95.
numbers

youth

that dumg the 1994-1995

indicated

students

of homeless

and social workers

that identified

(See Table

of homeless

The MPS

students

l).

enroned

at MPS

in MPS.

The MPS

school year they "served
social worker

the number

The report

served dumg

also provided

the researcher

students

infornnation

the first three months

social

about 3200

also provided

of homeless

can provide

by grade for
about the

of 1996.

(See Table

2).
Table

I
Minneapolis
Statistics

for August

Shelter
25, 1994

Education
Through

Program
August

25, 1995

Grade

5

6

7

8

9

10

Total

277

232

235

146

168

91

Students
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Table 2
Minneapolis
Statistic

Shelter

Education

for January 1, 1996

Tbrough

Program
March

31, 1996

Grade
Total
Students

The information
the shelter system.
shelter system.
homeless

provided

It did not pro'vide

The MPS

youth

social work

they may be missing.

to help all of the homeless
knowing

where

who are living

youth

on those youth

aide acknowledged

for numers

who had accessed
who did not use the

that there was a segtnent

She said that the Shelter

for the Shelter

regarding

homeless

of MPS.

Therefore

shidents

Education
served.

the administrator

being served tmough the Shelter

general numbers
that, "we

infon'nation

students

Education

us we don't

of students

of

Program

tried

have a way

of

are based on students

in one of the shelters.

administration
of students

only homeless

youth " but unless they contact

they are". The figures

The social worker
annual report

counted

provided

get between

are being

by the Shelter

80-100

served in alternative

education

provides

Tm information
of MPS

Education

Education

nun away youth

Program

In addition

as homeless."

that are outside

and
to the

the numbers

the administrator

who are classified
programs

is provided

also knows

Program.

Program,

a quarterly

to the
stated
These

of the shelter
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system.

The director

of alternative

programs

being served in all of the alternative
educational

information

the pry

was different.

The CMdren

about educating

faced by the homeless
unit,

role with

that MPS

task of the key informant

about the scope of the problem

infonnation

support

programs

contracts

about students

with to provide

seices.

When

informant

has access to infonnation

she sees herself

CFS.

When

do come in contact

While

of homeless

and Family

homeless

youth.

youth

youth

Services

within

then the

held by the key

(CFS)

the context

the social worker's

as an advocate

commenting

was not education,

social worker

of the multiple

had
issues

role in CFS is in the school

of these youth.

Tnmncy

is a part of her

tm part of her job she said, "the kids that I

about

with that are homeless

are in school

or going to [organization

named, I spend time building a relationship with those kids not going to school and
trying
throw-

to work

with

away or nin-

them around
away youth

but because they are abandoned

school

issues".

are not homeless

The CFS worker

indicated

because their parents

or find the situation

that the

are homeless

at home makes it impossible

to

stay at home.
The City Inc. does not track students
director

of education,

because our family
to me that way".
with the family

"We

don't

counselors
The teacher

counselor.

by residential

keep those n'iunbers..

work

. I only know

with the kids enroned...

at The City Inc. participates

She would

status. According

also be provided

to the

who is homeless

the infonnation
in the intake

comes

interiews

with the information

along

about the
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homeless

status of the student;

in here and....
what is your

usually

of homeless

contact

with youth

teachers

because

by the researcher,
MPS

teacher

because

being served in her school
about how many,
it [homeless
attributed

and in her classroom.

if any, homeless

students],...

students

and I don't

her lack of knowledge

The school

information

The conditions

discretion
team...

of the holder

under

the student.

Not

else specific

is made by
were asked

status of youth.?"

about who are the homeless
The MPS

teacher

The
students

had no information

with

is only provided

this information
"When

would

students

by those

the school

the students,

of

She

with the information

in working

status of students

of the infonnation.

students

and teachers

of the status of each child,

and they have the infornnation
anything

with

and

have initial

how to get that information."

we are aware of who they are if sometg

social worker...

contact

.

on how

at CFS and MPS

to not being provided

which

such as

were in her school. " If so I never knew

know

uses a team approach

about the residential

conditions.

is dependent

Social workers

the least information

who she said had first hand knowledge
worker.

youth

are you made aware of the homeless

could provide

has to come

or at the shelter right now...

status. Initial

education.

or guardian

basic information,

Social workers

of homeless

of need to provide
"How

now,

status of individual

is made with youth.

contact

high, the parent

that comes in the conversation,

address, they are in transition

Knowledge
why initial

"' In the junior

social

however

under

be provided

the

special
are at the

come in we have a

has been said or we hear from

the

if there is a special need on the part of

as they are pretty

closed mouth

about a lot of
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things."

The MPS

information.

teacher

described

The information

information

to form

her lack of knowledge

is only provided

a plan to help the student".

have special needs at the time of enrollment
prompted

the disclosure
When

the homeless
informant

of residential

the key informant
youth

of the scope of the problem

is an issue and we need the

It is unclear

if the student

or if observations

contact

there was more likelihood

and being served by their organization.

for some key informants

was defined

their organization
know

as within

was providing

the county.
serices

if there were any homeless

Residency

of Homeless

Where
to. Residency
provider

a student

lives can determine
to accessing

to determine

in

the city and for

The MPS

agreed that
teacher

did not

or school.

what school
educational

service that student

services.

services in the city of Minneapohs.

was asked what are the requirements
the only requirement

in her classroom

youth

Youth

can be a baier

of educational

youth

youth.

Knowledge

as homeless

All but the A4PS teacher

to homeless

between

of the key

the individual classroom or school for others it was defuied as wit
still others it was defined

needed to

after enrollment

was a part of the process for initial

who is homeless

of the

stahis as one reason for special needs.

and the organization

knowing

if "there

as being "deprived"

for a student

not only that students

The address of the student

for enrollment
would

can enron in a MPS

directs MPS

in assignment

is the p

The atrator

in a MPS

be "residency

MPS

has access

of MPS

school.

He replied

in the district".

Residency

school

but also which

of the student

that
helps

school.

to a particular
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school. "The

district

go to the schools
he actuany

has boundaries

and if the student

in those boundaries.

If he is homeless

lives or stays and we would

Homeless

youth

entemg

in Minneapolis

options

for school

site choice

then youth

become

homeless.

If students

become

out the school year at their

homeless,

wmch

homeless
school

ever occurs first.

near where

they might

original

school

The Minneapolis
glternative
boundary

school

restrictions
mve

accepted."

Schools

on altmwtive

be attending

MPS

students. "Basically

for shidents.
schools.

is."

a public

enrolled

school

in public

when they

schools

they

or until they are no longer

to the MPS

social worker
.Students

"When

kids are

are assigned to

have no address they can go to school
school

when they become

homeless

enters into contracts
for MPS

could

with

agencies to provide

said that there were no

contract

alternative

schools

usual§

apply at any one of those schools

and be

for The City Inc. was asked what were the requirements

in her program.

se.ices

school

schools. "The

a shident

The atrator

educational

If in [MPS]

The adn'iinistrator

boundaries

for enrollment

where

or to new school."

Public

services.

while

they want.

. Ifthey

be moving.

tiy to 'xderMy

for the first time have more

are attending

homeless

According

to their address

they can go to home

doesn't

who

they can go to what ever school

according

we would

he can

use that for a basis for what his residence

school

can finish

lives in those boundaries

She said that TCI has a contract

with MPS

This means TCI is reimbursed

for students

However,

TCIhas

additional

they have to attend an intemew.

criteria

to provide
who could

for emolbnent

. to talk about premous

of
school
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record,

ktory

residency

and at that time what ever would

in Minneapohs

we haven't

was also a requirement

been successful

able to get to school...
Having
"We

a specific

don't

home

The MPS
have recniiting

fom
students,

education

social worker

and retaining

transportation

and social worker
in school

in the school

they can go to what ever school

Since individual

student may find permanent
fatnilies

andyouth

transporting

city to see where

housing

schools

of choice

is already

to look for housing

they might

be moving

"We

to. The

"When

kids are

We can bus them from
enrolled

in a school

and we provide

have residential

school.

students

as no barrier,

is one of the criteria

to enron in a particular

families

to

The social workers

to direct the homeless

then they can stay in that school

to their old school ".

their ability

aide as wen as the CFS social worker

they want to.

shelters or give them a bus pass. If the student
homeless

can influence

as a part of their jobs.

MPS

become

shidents.

and we make them come in

to school

what school

homeless

of TCI

programs.

youth

saw enrolling

say yes as

but they can move three to five time in

were asked how they detemiined
social worker

I'd

school bus."

for enrollment

so often

asked if

They have to be

. or a Minneapolis

move

every year...

When

"Basically,

kids, who live in the suburbs....

address was not as important

For TCI

alternative

she replied,

we give city bus passes..

and sign a new enrollment

attend TCI

with

make it an issue as our students

a school year."

stand in their way."

where

back
a

that can be used in directing

The MPS

social work

have taken homeless

so they can choose

when they

transportation

boundaries,

the

a school

aide spoke of

families

around

for that area."

the
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The CFS social worker
important

as the types of programs

tend to be more
work

oppositional

so that is not really

alternative

school

deteg

wanting
TCI

shidents,

his/her

if they do not qualify

participate

the Shelter

transportation

she go"
to attend one of it's schools.

ability

for MPS

me

can be the det

Program

to get enrolled

but the ability

to participate

supplied

can also determine

Education

in Minneapolis

residency

be what kind of

lines so it's not an issue of

the city of Minneapolis

However,

does determine

should

be city residents

to live and go to school

of Minneapohs,

will

which

assist any

in school.

of a student

in the program.

busing

The

to get to

For TCI

or a bus pass for the city limits

factor

i

their ability

to

in a TCI program.

Residency
When

attends.

does not have a specific

the program

or where

for them nor is it going to

it would

geograpMcal

as not as

The kids I deal with

did not work

So pandy

lives wit

of the student

for the student

school

and those without

that students

a student

school that shident

and public

the kid last bed

requires

issue of where

avaimble

an option.

setting

where
MPS

family

saw the place of residency

residency

to the alternative
be determined

is a requirement
is not a requirement,
programs

by residency

supply bus transportation
assistance for transportation.

of the p

provider

as with the alternative

is determined
also. Within

for educational
programs,

by access to transportation.
the city of Minneapolis,

or bus passes, outside

of Minneapolis

MPS

seices.

the ability

to get

This access can
can and will

it will not provide

any
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Role of Parent/Guardian
The lack of a parent
educational

seices.

to homeless

youth

The ability

Not having
continuing

apparent

students
parent

from

accessing

or guardian

can be a barrier

education.

youth

of the programs

To enroll in MPS

can prevent

a readily

his/her

of homeless

by the requirements
the student.

or guardian

to access educational

serices

as to who is allowed

students

can be determined

to initiate

must have a parent

the enrollment

of

or adult guardian.

According to MPS administrator, " Usually the parent can come and enroll but if
another

adult came with the student

and....ve

their association

.. Individual kids do come in and register themselves...
older".

When

administrator

questioned

about what the veication

said that they would

ask for proof

do it.

M@ school kid 16 and

would
of where

they could

indicate,

the MPS

the student

lived through

utility bills in the name of the person claiming that the youth lived wiih them.
Unfortunately,

I did not ask what the criteria

association

with the student

According

to the MPS

inaccessible,
county
cod

as with

social service
or to be placed
WJie

rarely works

MPS
with

was appropriate

social worker,
runaway

was for det
or even if there were

when the parent

any

or guardian

person

is unavailable

the district

refers

agency for assistance

in helping

to reunite

parent/guardian

under

of the county

students

the juidiction
is to enroll
without

any student,

social service

the Shelter

access to a parent

Education

or guardian.

claiming

criteria.

youth,

policy

or throw-away

ifthe

the youth

or
to the
and

agency.
program

The MPS

social
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worker

identified

facilities.

"The

having

a parent

or guardian

as a prerequisite

kids can't be in the shelter without

To enroll
must be identified
parent'guardian

in The City Inc. contact

parent/guardian

requirement,

get 17 year old to big

The TCI

"...

It could be the aunt or uncle,

The TCI

. In the junior

to come in here [for the interview]."

their parent

is made.

teacher

high school

expanded

when

a

or guardian

has

on the

kids we need to make contact....

we could make contact

in....

This person

explained

the parent

administrator

for the younger

someone

or guardian....

with paren'U'guardian

for services to be provided.
is needed, "...

a parent

for being in shelter

with...

we would

we have some teen parents....

try to

living

on

their own and we wffl deal with that "
Ifno

parent/guardian

is available

begin legal action to establish
down with
we would

guardianship

that kid and try to find
try to get Child

Protection

guardian

parent/guardian.
when

are nin-away...
Beyond
need to contact

involved

throw-away...
enrollment

aa

work

indicated

with guardians

the parent

or guardian(s).
progress

.

We would

Administrator).
but effort

basically
a parent

to

sit
and

Adolescents
is made by schools

a desire to work

with parent

if there [sic] were any...

may not be around

to work

contact

of emotional/

with."

can be initiated

behavioral

or

kids

when the schools have identified

Parent/guardian

or because

agency is contacted

on with him without

" (MPS

there are other instances

schools to discuss student's

".

them selves in school

CFS social worker

available " I would

parent(s)

for youth.

out what is going

sixteen years old and up may enroll
to contact

then the social services

by

issues for

a
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student.

Parents/guardians

the educational

varies

progress

depending

as a part

the student's

teacher

progress

with

of the process

never

or have the kid get a message

there

has been

we may need to meet

The MPS

requirements

of school

replied,

"Not

unless

they

in...

they

don't

to come

We have regular

The

CFS

she saw attempting

role.

" [I] would

a cmis

from

[in]

policy.

When

come

always

social

worker

parents

to get a little

with

informed

TCI

at the continued

try to get a phone

number

feedback....

may be sent out for the day.

as a part

asked if she met the parents

school

mail

Parent

report

system

offers

cards

as paiy

to help

of the

of her students

opportunities

conferences..

and nin-away

or guardian

seice]

they

I'll

the parent/guardian

saw her role

parent

kids have been in our [social

with

come...

conferences,

contact

The

in looking

is made

parent."

to school...

parent

contact

their

made

the parent/guardian

them

about

contact

the parent/guardian.

from

in class...and

informed

wMch

teachers

as important

heard

saw contact

to reunite

The

to give me a call...Just

and btang

teacher

under

of keeping

or for feedback

"Ifrve

to keep parents

conditions

the parent/guardian

of the student.

sometimes

The

of the key informant.

progress

saw contact

by teachers

of the shident.

on the role

parents/guardians

about

are contacted

for the parent

. peer meetings...

and progress

or throw-away

kids negotiate...

so there

.

reports."

that of an advocate.

for years

she

youth

As such

as a part

. Some

of

of the

is a past relationsip..

I would contact the [countyl case manager who is often the guardian."
A part

of the role

of the social

workers

wit

their

respective

organization

was
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to coordinate
school

to provide

or enron in school.

guardian.
food

efforts

Parents

cannot.

access unattached

for services,

Youth

or guardians

stamps, youth

much

support

parents

services

can receive

so that youth

few social services without

can apply for financial

The CFS social worker

youth

have to applying

apply for services....

assistance,
described

for services,

There

explained

is county

funded

to school.
without

that GA was a cash, medical
and can provide

The MPS

a parent

social worker

Inn

guardian.

Homeless

youth

out a parent

back to the parent
guardian

youth

has difficulty

the agencies in tm

guardian.

with

cannot

manner
don't

how

apply
they

The CFS

stamps program

adolescents

get shelter,

assistance,

for these kids...

and food

to unattached

or

or public

while

that

they go

funds

or guardian."

The homeless

services

said "Kids

Kids

has to refer them."

assistance

some income

housing

ccaaaa

in

a parent

in a succinct

is not housing

can't get GA as you have to be 16 and a social worker
worker

can either remain

may be required

adequate§

addressed.

Placennent

of Students

study they cannot

cannot

services without
access serices

access educational

or guardian.

or guardian.

accessing

Ifthe

The progress
student

for the school

services

program

without

in school

to consider

or

a parent

as well as many

of the student

is disciplined

a parent

or

social

in school is relayed
a parent

that the problem

or
has been

Grade Placement
The grade placement

of the homeless

youth

may be dependent

on information
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obtained

from

placetnent

the student,

the parent/guardian,

in a particular

guardian.

grade can depend

Administrators

administrator

from

that is where

we would

assignment

said "...

basically

place

the placement
school

Public

that it is desirable

provided

TCI staff. Duig

must rely on the word

placement

when previous

potentially

inaccurate

hformation
MPS to attempt
make every effort
at their birth

while

school

in previous

schools

records

to get their previous

out what

school

MPS

staff will

call or fax other

TCI

or guardian.

to corning

and/or

records...

The records
are available

MPS

family

to

as to

then shares this

such as TCI.
important

atrator

enough

be in" Tm

for

said, " We would

in some cases we don't...

what grade they should

of

he noted that they

is considered

The MPS

to TCI

the shident's

schools

records

staff relies on information

parent

are not available.

records

both

previous

administrator,

with its contract

to secure this information.

date and estimate

prior

of the student

school

that grade

from

his/her

with the MPS

sometimes

information

and/or

in MPS

the interview

helieves

we are able to find

to secure the information,

who were enrolled

The

or the kid says he is [sic]

and The City mc. Administrators

However,

the student

parent/

School."

to have some veffication

in an attempt

to them by MPS,

of students

Schools

status of the students.

districts

what the parent

Public

student,

The

status was determined.

for her staff. " Usually

grade they are in here in Minneapolis

indicated

from

." The City Inc.. administraior

a problem

The Minneapolis

school records.

on information

were asked how placement

MPS

is seldom

and previous

information

we look
is
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considered

school

so important

in MPS

"forever."

those

There

birth

certificate

pmi

of a fatnily

acqui

records

records

"We've

grade

in shelter,

Education

Shelter

including

records

had more

that are older

agency

then

are in 6th grade

involved

acquisition.

connection.

" I just

over

the years

county

serices

social

worker

will

questions,

is a

assist in

to MPS

so

worker

teacher

of flie students.

a lot of kids diat

in 8th

come

in

"

can use the agency

said ge'Uing

start asking

schools.

a

the youth

in and said they were

. We have

by other

are kept

in MPS,

" The MPS

placement

come

When

workers

According

regarding

or whatever...

social

social

to get records....

been retained

with

CFS

Program

of records

one or two

regmtration

worker).

out of state.

die country

the lack

and they have

Youth

record

about

social

has ever attended

said records

to complete

(MPS

from

If child

administrator

required

records

concenn

and they

MPS

and immunizahon

we call and fax all over

expressed

permanently.

are available.

are additional

records,

"...

that it is maintained

documentation

to assist in

[was]

not hard

I had access to all kinds

with

of

documentation."

The

placed

TCI

at a particular

utilized

records

students

homeless

status

gyade level

the information

to determine

did not prevent

does not serve

in the agencies

provided

appropriate

and parent/guardians

those records

of the youth

that participated

by the student,

placement
in acquimg

the student

as a barrier

from

student.

regarding

going

to school

being

in the study.

the parent/guardian

of the homeless

records

to their

as well

MPS

placement,

MPS

and

as

assisted

but the lack

of
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Placement

by Ability.

Tn addition

to grade placement

education

services.

Records

can indicate

assessments for special education
placement
student

at the initial

entemg

and reading
of individual

accessessabihty

is limited

testing

administrator

to determine

indicated

assessment,

to special

but also previous
grade

that every

we give them a math test

. we also work with CAT [California Achievement Testl

. then a lot

assessments."
is in school it becomes

her role as one of identifying
collaborative.

outside

There

stage. The TCI

has a limited

and refer for evaluation

sites provide

require

not only gyade placement

programs.

enrollment

the program

Once the youth
identify

some students

the respomibihty

for special education

and refermg;

of the teachers

serices.

The MPS

to

teacher

sees

" Here we refer the kids to our special

ed

myonlyroleistoreferthestudenttobeassessed."TraditionalMPS
evaluation

contracted

seices

on site, either provided

staff that rotates

special ed collaborator

around

is a part of the team.

school

by special education

sites. "We

work

. they sometimes

staff or

as ateam.

work

. the

at different

school

sites"
The teacher
placement

at TCI indicated

that she has a lot to do with

of the students. " I gather the information

what kind of stuff they had done in the previous
teaching

team.

adjustments.

. we have to keep ta

from

setting.

det

the interview

the
to fu'id out

share information

about how they are progressing.

with
. make
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A4PS tries to accoodate
MPS

administrator

The MPS
charter

said they would

administrator

schools

identified

as options

The City 'Inc. cannot
with serious

serious

. if they are severety

with

disabled

school

serious

More

from

services.
delays or those

is not stnuctured

delays or serious

to provide

emotional

disturbance

they can take all types of students

behavioral

the public

The

schools including

developmental

and will need more things

be the place for the cod.

A4PS system.

who live in the city of Minneapohs.

The TCI program

developmental

within

of alternative

said she does not think

We can call in some resources

like 2 on 1, then we

stuff,

school.

that is our specialty.

and we [canl have an outside

come in [to the school]

When

a student

is determined

indiidual

assessment

providing

services to the student.

transient

The TCI teacher
education

the homeless

status of the shidents

and the educational

The MPS

to have special needs bough
status of the student

The problem

describes

the process

ttuant

identified

fltrough

as having

of working

described

getling

previous
more

records

of a barrier

or
to

and TCI is that the

with the assessment
spe

with homeless

. if they are on the move they're

they are here once or twice

social worker

becomes

seen by MPS

often makes follow

plan for students

needs as "Tricky.

time or if they're
up."

all kids"

non-traditional

youth

disturbance.

with

of all abilities

the availability

for pro'viding

The City Incadministrator

tutor

"enroll

accommodate

emotional

services to students

wouldn't

students

process

needs very difficult.
students

with

special

here for just a short

a week and then they don't

help for some of the homeless

show
students
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as difficult

to semces they are on the move

because by the time fliey get connected

again, mid semce

providers

The homeless

may lose contact

status of the student

agencies in the study to provide

special

transient

youth

nature

of the homeless

process

and the provision

student

leaves the school

of serices

with them.

can act as a barrier

education

serices

made fonow
difficult.

and sometimes

to homeless

tbrough

Services

the district,

to the ability

of the

youth.

The

with the assessment

are initiated

whereabouts

and then the
unknown.

Services for Success
hitetpretation
Administrators
do would
with

see attendance

of school

that we have things
baby sit while

measure

and then it becomes

needs and "....

an issue of keeping
is needed."

teacher).

According

Social workers

youth

don't

keep kids home

see enrollment

[from

The CFS social worker

they don't
on [with
Teachers

to participate

we would

as success. " It's important

have to think

school]....
see academic

. you want them to try,

or parameters....

and success approximation

. " (TCI

administrator).

by homeless

of success for all students. "..

on flie roll of the interviewee

as success. " The first tg

social worker).

and hand holding

some other guidelines
flexibility

youth

like day care so the parents

they are away."(MPS

encouragement

...

attendance

nced to meet daily living

money

of homeless

be to put kids in school " (MPS

stabilization

youth

of what shows success depends

to

sees that
about the

constant
progress

to conform

in anytg...

school]

as
or agree to

to be some

we have got to steer them to a long term goal plan

to MPS

teacher " They would

sit there and be so
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preoccupied

with what is going

on in their lives,

it could

affect their learning.

[Thinkingabout'digs]like;whereismynextmealcomingfrom....
whether..

.I will get my English
The

fiuids

of basic supplies,

provision

success of student.

There

for the necessities

teacher, " We provide
all...

of school,
everytg,

Supplies

scavenged
(MPS

paper,

xerox

."

paper

and books,

that homeless
pencils,

they don't

for homeless

and scrounged

done...

pencil

is a recognition

if it's a book we would

home."

assignment

have to provide

connected

and got donated

youth

notebooks.

pages or we would

students

notwoi7

is seen as necessaiy

frequently

do not have

According

to TCI

anything

we have it

give them the book to take

to a shelter are donated.

backpacks,

paper and pencils

" We

for the kids "

social worker).
Staff

of TCI

said that students

needed a place to work
die building

on school

means students

not only needed books

work.

can work

The TCI

in building

and supplies

administrator

but they

said the accessibility

and use equipment

the building

until

around

saw the ability

9

. the computer

lab and books."

The TCI teacher

own pace, miss several days and pick up where
students. "...

. I try to approach

how are you doing...

one

you're

provides

a tutomg

they left off as essential with homeless

them when they enter classroom...

here, lets get some work

program

closes

to work

you were gone,

and stay after school...

.

MPS

of

after class hours

have ended. " Classes end at 3 but they can use the equipment

on

to

to work

with

students

who have been

one

at
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identified

as needing

administrator

"

extra help in bmging

. we identify

the school

hour or two a day, in each school,
MPS

administrator

schools where

did say that currently

times, we don't

right now have it."

have volunteers

These programs

corning

Extended

periods

Tracking

of youth

the regular

have a telephone

number

track the student.

I'm

to TCI

a number

no pemianent

that students

administrator,

homeless

students,

but eventually

school

a couple

of

day.
to success-

and TCI progyaxm.
effective.

no way to contactyouth
for a brief

or fmnily.

There
MPS

. we don't

time.

address and so we have no way to

reports

"Ifnon-homeless

being filed.
students

don't

. I don't

do it."

come and are not

. we try to be a little more flexible

if they just don't

is an issue in providing

of

that a number

come and progress

services for TCI

and MPS

with

then we have to

drop them."
Funding

on

to the paid part time

of days is not necessaiy

even a correct

processing they are droppedfrom the rolls

did idicate

for in MPS

only at school

not sure about tniancy

school

in addition

in the middle

really hy to focus

can be one of the barriers

address,

are often
or often

in the middle

a

there are." The

programs

were. "We

administrator

of absmice must be accounted

is often no telephone,

According

program

in attendance

who has missed

students

there were no tutoig

into the schools

take place dumg

The need for consistency

teacher found

on how many

The MPS

to the MPS

most of the kids go and we provide

most of the 12 to 15 year old shidents
we have had the tutomg

tutors.

where

depending

the elementary,

the schools

them skills up. According

schools.

MPS
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monies

marked

for specific

McKimiey

funds,

1 monies

for tutors

contracts

for services

Minneapolig,
court ordered

$85,000

and specific

last year to fiuid

at some school.

Public

(TCI

administrator

success for homeless

youth.

to make sure the services
are satisfied

with

or fund

" We get money
staff.

administrator).

from

We also get chapter

TCI must rely on

raising. " We are contracted

we are reimbursed

to our program"

projects.

shelter progrmns

(MPS

and donations
School.

The MPS

people

populations

for students.

to the

Some students

are

administrator).

identified

follow-up

and research

" We have done several research

are being used. Our feedback
what is going

studies as a tool for

things

is [that]

on homeless

kids

about 90% of the

on and [the] help that is given by the school

and

extra tutomg."
The provision

of books

and supplies

and special staffing

homeless

students

achieving

homeless

students

may not be able to come to school

would

be necessary

and those connected
pencils

success. MPS

for them to participate
to the Shelter

staff and TCI

staff acknowledge

with the school

in daily lesson plans.

Education

Program

supplies,

the TCI

to work

on school

work.

of the homeless

students

school students.

MPS's

staff gives the homeless
MPS

acknowledged

but currmtly
use of research

focuses

it

youth

with

that
at TCI

paper mid

done. hi addition

to

staff time mid after hour space

there is a need for tuto
on providing

to evaluate

to

that

supplies

The students

are supplied

and in some cases books to help them get their work

material

time can be a barrier

tutoringto

the programs

for some

the elementary

is an indication

of
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MPS's
What

concern

about the effectiveness

of its programs

for homeless

students.

Can Be Done?
Those

about getting

interviewed
the youth

one of correction
school

the priority

or keeping

as to where

them there.

youth

They

hi addition

for these youth

to the identification

that led to homelessness

the responsibility

was not just

saw the issues as being

that lead to hornelessness

for the youth.

the circumstances

some discussion
homeless

in school

that the issues for homeless

of the circumstances

can become

need to correct

indicated

for the youth

lay for working

so that

of the

there was

on the issues of

youth.

The key informants
needs of the homeless

youth.

identified

solutions

School

programs

meet needs of an students. "We
[homeless

student]

into that school....

identified.

Flexibility

MPS

in places where
key...

school

support

seices

teacher

stabilize

responsibility

in access to resources

school

ari issue"

in the school

or community

in dealing

meeting

transporting

(MPS

for an students

was also

and study groups

that meet

centers. "Flexibility

is the

and having

administrator).

and corrective

measures

for homelessness

to

for them

with these students

saw each level of government

the

in programing

them in that school....

sees a need to have access to tutors

systems need to be flexible

Key informants

a permanent

transportation

the kids are, like the shelters

" (TCI

need to have flexibility

want to identify

them to the schools they need to be at....
administrator).

that began with the schools

as needing
of families

to look at
and youth.

In
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addition

each level of government

allocated

to increase

worker

seen as needing

level of educational

youth

and the issues around

how resources

services for cvery student.

sees a need to create a unit within

homeless

to examine

the county

their getting

The CFS social

that specializes

an education.

can be

in working

with

"I tbink the county

could do some planning around it [homelessnessl,other agenffleshave to provide
services."

The teacher

population

"

population

I don't

with

. with

we are just t
There

TCI

know

how things

are altennative
serices

schools

options

are much more limited
programs

programming

cuts for this

for people

are going to get any better,

or treatment

to students.

students

with

alternative

cultural

focus

The problem

in this particular

in terms of education,

have contracts

is that for youth

learning

such as being two years behind
their homeless

tnue of homeless

are paiy

style needs.

designed

ability.

While

12 to 15 the

youth.

to a

There

are

to address the needs of

with

these schools

status is not the identified

to

is one of two

Some of these schools

to meet the needs of students
in reading

TCI

with MPS

who are 12 to 15 and is not attached

This is especial§

but these programs

or can be designed

school and the schools

wmch

then for the 16 and up student.

facility.

schools

students

in Minneapolis

that accepts students

some Charter

homeless

about budget

to hang on to what we can.

educational

therapeutic

concern

all the cuts in federal

provide

alternative

expressed

may have a
a particular

lag

may have some

reason for attending

the

may not be aware of the status.

Attendance at the alternative school TCI, has some of the samerequirements
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as MPS,

such as a need to connect

parent/guardian
identified

is a requirement

contact

youngeryouth
According

connecting

youth

It was commonly
that in effect

guardians

older,

connected

neglect

policy

are locked

of gender

it means placing
social worker)avoid contact

attempts

with

services

for victimization

of the

were in a age

They were too old to be covered

out of many

current

pohcy

alternatmes

with

the youth

fled abus'me homes

is found

reunffication

or
of

from

not to be
fatnily

or to miother

or have parent-

that could lead to undesired

cMdren

and his/her

him/

for

However,

is to avoid placing
If a youth

the

out parent

for them in tmms

care program.

is homeless.

under

to be considered

shelter progratng

be a foster

are made to reu

who bve

for the

(CFS social worker).

that the youth

the child on a bus or plane and reg
Youth

of concern

and they were too young

would

or

adolescent.

and there are limited

option

parent

16 and up. They may

adolescents

this has the potential

care because the parent

to family,

with the

do not require

for adolescents

streetwise

experienced

to the CFS social worker,
in foster

more

made them invisible.

The most obvious

according

more

The youth

or by virtue

housing.

are pandy

which

held by an those interviewed

education

a GED program.

worker).

with

by the older,

child protection

in Minneapolis

14 or 15 year old but do not like to because

to the CFS social worker

younger

This contact

for the 12 to 15 year old. The CFS social worker

but these programs

take an occasional

families

a parent/guardian.

that there are some programs

guardian

bracket

with

even if
state (CFS

child conflict
(CFS

social

wffl
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The

greatest

requirements

address

parental/

the needs

a concern

could

for

about

barrier

to seices

guardian

the legal liability

developmentally

social

at a point

of the needs

worker

multiple

attend

programs

social

worker,

funds

for intervention

once you

has been

and county

of

agencies

of the homelessness

Since

should

school,

regardless

reports

on children

filed

against

year

old student.

that they

where

you

to work

with

accountable

have

require

under

the student

Given

12 were

who

to follow

filed

agaimt

is over twelve.

the importance

CFS

placed

social

the parent,

This

once

a reoccurrence

teacher.

to access services,

their

worker

cod

are not in

said that tcy

but tniancy

petitions

are

h'ue of the 12 to 15

age by theoit

are

agencies

and the MPS

is particularly

on tm

end. There

to prevent

when

to

to the MPS

community

or guardians

are

is the ability

up on the families

worker

parents

there

frequently

between

social

It also

by the MPS

accordity

family

be due to

them

are homeless

the services

to

control.

However,

and their

The

age places

access to. An example

or at least involved

of the age of the cMd.

could

that was identified

a collaboration

by the CFS

TMs

providers

this population.

of parental

families

funds

the youth

of the programs

be held

When

sheltered

The need for

serving

is that their

are sheltered.

but not necessaiy

was identified

many

parents

services.

or guardian.

population

age and

is a lack of service

arise from

in need

for the homeless

are no longer

secure.

a parent

much

lies in their

There

population

still very

and seices

despite

without

that could

was for follow-up

any school

housing

connection.

of this population

be that the perception

One

to this population

such as
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E*son(1985);Bronfenbrenner
development

for humans

Identified
Homelessness
families

(1979)
we carmot

as pary

wait until youth

for interventions

was seen as an indicator

are dealing

with

and Gilligan(1988)

dnxgs; violence;

housing.

of support
"...

.. " (CFS

more

services is needed
shelters

social worker).

300 people
Key

are needed

"...

informants

youth

homelessness
having

where

to focus

to examine

but how resources
population.

funds.

ce;

poverty

to meet needs of mu-away,
schools...

identified

a need for flexibility
The schools

on school.

The various

Homelessness

throw-away

beyond

levels of government

and utilized

kids.
for 200-

of schools

to provide

and

to meet the
the issues of
were seen as

not only how they were going to meet the needs of homeless
were going to be identified

in

administrator).

in programing

to move

is

such as temporary

one social worker

were seen as needing

he/she is and help the youth

"These

An increase

to meet the needs of youth,

at larger public

intervention.

andyouth.

and racism.

social worker).

of

There is

of other issues for families

wffl never meet the needs of those schools "(TCI

others senAces for the homeless.
homeless

are older to propose

is increased

just a part of the many issues in their lives "(MPS
providers

in the continuity

youth

services to this
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Discussion
McChesney
among

(1993);

Stronge

those cited earlier that identified

accgssing

educational

the road blocks
Residency

hi particular

the homeless

can face in t

requirements,

personal

roadblocks
supports

for homeless
and barriers

education.

The purpose

exist to the efforts

life stage theory

the stmggle

the physiological

the new adult tasks tit
potentially

of

in school

(1991)

noted

semces.
records,

serve as potential

tm study was to detennine
youth

are

have

such as immunization

and barriers

identifies

to continue

what

with their

was firom the point

of view

of

youth.

childhood

the adolescent
and adulthood.

as well as the emotional

are a part of growing
detental

when these youths

conditions

are homeless.

for food,

housing,

that could

Homeless

personal

as being at the midpoint

also makes note of

turi'noil

of tg

impact

youth

to manage

in this study

the development

of

may be called upon to make

to be more the responsibility

hygiene

of

Eon

up. The key informants

about their life that is often considered

over 18. Looking

& Helm

(1992)

Framework

stages between

with

children

and Stronge

for homeless

services to homeless

the psychosocial

decisions

to enroll

that provide

Eison's

homeless

requirements,

or guardian

& Marcoux

to access educational

of the supports

of Theoretical

identified

Stronge

The identification

professionals
Support

record

students.

and Ziesemer

the difficulties

seices.

and the need to have a parent

youth

(1993a);

facilities

add additional

of those
stress to

the already difficult task of @owing up. The school is one of the places that the youth
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can form

tentative

relationsMps

Bronfenbremner's
developing

with.

fiterature

perceptions

indicated

discord

or developing

to his/her

The world

mid the reviewed
positive

(1979)

in response

they interact

as a precursor
Theory

of the homeless

does not provide

that reflect

discordant

as being pary

family,

Support

the behavior

community,

from

ffi/her

in school from
the youth's
Impact

Theories

in providing

as

of the enviromnents

youth

by flie key informmits

as identified

an environment
Ifthe

the environment.

conducme

perceptions
wffl reflect

to gathemg

of the environment
that discord

Behaviors

with

delays

such as depression,

skills can be the result of youth

(Gilligan,1990)

guidelines

of groups

for behavior

existing

Social

of origin,

youth.

social support

and moral

such as the schools

for the developing

community

identifies

and individuals.

and institutions

the rules and role models
isolated

sees the human

in

environmenis.

The Social

monitomg

Development

of the youth

acting out, delays in speech and fine motor

adult relationships.

of the expectations

environment.

then the development

behaviors

of Human

perceptions

about his/her

to forming

development

Support

as serving

The homeless

possibly

from

the peers who can serve as a mirror

his/her

for judging

systems

Theories

as well as
sees the

as the arbitrators
youth 'w potentially
family

and, when not

the appropriateness

behavior.

of McKinney

Act on Access to Education

The combination
added to the residency,

of a lack of money
and records

in Minneapohs.

to fund

requirements

outreach

of

to homeless

as wen as parental

students

responsty

of
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the potential

for creating

a barrier

educational

loop because

of their homeless

as well as the subsequent

amendments

all the needs of the homeless.
of housing,

training

of S

those requirements

is the Federal

under

one umbrella

to attend schools

so that homeless

school

Stewart

in

B. McKinney
attempt

programs

districts

Act

to address

to look

act. The education

at the school

students

remaining

government's

puned together

the states and individual

for students

of the population

status. The 1988

The SMHAA

and education

required

requirements

to a segtnent

at issues

component

to look at the

district

level and to correct

have access equal to students

who are not

homeless.
The Minneapolis

School

homeless

youth.

programs

to help homeless

education.
MPS

children

Federal

to comply

to assist with
entemg

services.

gaves the homeless

as a point

emollment

to The Shelter Education
for educational

system.

Program

families

Act.

that identifies

current

identification

on the pressing

a home.

education

in public
in the

Program

is

of homeless
generates

as potentially

of a fa

to design

is pary

Education

enrollment

on getting

MPS

their progress

of shelter programs
fatnilies

to assist

has helped

The Shelter

assistance in working

status, such as finding

funding

of access to public

Utilization

The immediate

systems designed

maintain

or maintaining

school and frees the adults to work
homeless

in Minneapolis

with the McKimiey

the shelter

has created

law and associated

students

The use of shelters

efforts

designed

Recent

District

having

a referral
a need

in need of seices

their cMdren

back in

issue that can accompany

their
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Homeless

students

in Minneapolis

could be used in determining

placement

students

who have every attended

attended

school

determine
provide

in MPS

current

their own information

not held up by waiting

the Shelter

records

schooling

of previous

1995-96

of where

Along

with

The MPS

Students

MPS

that

of all

help to

can

and TCI students

so that enrollment

can

in school

is

who are a part of the shelter system can

Program

provides

records

has ever

they were when last enrolled

social worker

and other documentation.

school year. This money

If a student

access to records,

Education

in getting

keeps records

permanently.

about grade placement,

for records.

get assistance from

in school.

their school

the record

placement.

can also get assistance

funding

MPS

and aide in acquiig

received

for the Shelter

$85,000

Education

for the

Program

staff.
Once the youth

has connect

to him or her. The ability

to the school

of the homeless

choice is a plus in that it means the youth
school within
parent/

to get to the school

school is more then 1 1/4 miles from
either a bus pass or school

programs
quality

to enroll

can remain

the area they hope to live in. The MPS

guardians

Youth

youth

system the entire MPS

in Mimieapolis

are contracted

of the education

to enroll
where

bus transportation

will provide

of his/her

school

for

In addition

s/he is provided

up at the various

in alternative

or attend a

transportation

the youth.

is living

pick children

have some options

with MPS

at their home

or reenroll

the youth

in any school

system is open

school

if the
with

shelters.

programs.

and so it can be assumed that the expectation

at these schools

is the same as at traditional

MPS.

These

These
of
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alternative

schools

of non-contract
more limited
alternative

MPS.

The problem

then for the student

programs

therapeutic
below

do not have the same stmgent

facility

parent/guardian.
to fifteenyear

This contact
old. While

with

there are some programs

or guardian

sixteens

and up. These programs

wise adolescent.

This has the potential

Services

county
students.

the tcy

According
around

younger

may connect

for victimization

Youth

to the alternative

social services

a
for the twelve

which

do not require

for adolescents
cod

but do not like

with the older more

of the younger

youth

street

by the

adolescent.

for Homeless

In addition

youth

with

are paiy

to a

at TCI has

is a requirement

may take an occasional

are

such as being

Attendance

in Minneapolis

but these programs

that the younger

more experienced

Support

fatnilies

be contacted

of concern

program

youth.

the parent/guardian

the options

and is not attached

education

tnie for homeless

that are a part

TCI is one of two

as A4PS, such as a need to comect

a parent

to because

to Keen

in this population

or other specialized

grade level. Tms is especially

requirements

twelve

who is sixteen and older.

some of the same requirements

older,

is that for youth

that accepts students

or treatment

residency

in Minneapolm.

school

system there are some services bough

agency that are designed
to the CFS social worker

issues of tnmncy

then the unit works

for youth.

the school
Ifhomelessness

with the family

address the issue of the homelessness.

to address the issue of truancy
support

unit can work

the

for an
with

'm one of the reasons for

and other community

agencies to
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The existence

of the Shelter Education

educational

seices

educational

services in Minneapohs.

programs
youth

for homeless

also can be considered

in Minneapolis.

support

youth

is a support

a support

The addition

supports

educational

serices

Barriers

provide

are some drawbacks

to the supports

as a point

access to your

There

youth

parent

or guardian.

that allow the youth

or legal guardian

by the CFS school

combined

with

students

previously

access to

or guardian.

are many youth

to stay beyond

or throw-away
There

listed for homeless

to the shelter programs

who is responsible

may be a nxn-away

their parent

of serices

students.

of entry has two requirements,

connected

parent

and the tutorial

in Minneapolis.

services you need to be somehow

Shelters

in accessing

of services for homeless

that gives homeless

Serices

systetn that uses shelter services

shelters.

students

programs

in the provision

lead to tniancy

of entry to

in Minneapohs.

to Access to Support
There

school

of the provision

a network

as a point

for homeless

The alternative

unit to address issues that might

mentioned

Program

a week require

who

to receive

to

that there be a

Frequently

the homeless

can not or will not connect

with

are some shelters that will not allow male children

over

the age of 12 to stay even with their families.
These youth
abandoned

buildings

Shelter Education

may be doubled
(Cwayna,

Program

1993).

up with family
They

but frequently

or friends,

can work

with

rely on information

the

and you must have

who are not atiached

for that youth.
youth

The

under

bridges

social workers
gathered

or in

in the

from

friends
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and acquaintances
social worker

about the seices

they need to meet their needs. Both

and the CFS social worker

information

was a strength

non-sheltered

for the homeless

population,

school

themselves

or their family.

Ifthe

educational

serices

those who are homeless

workers

restriction.
and outside

connecting

While

connect

wifli

serices.

For this

the youth

how can

The interview

with

the MPS

a security

the residents

the Shelter Education

the staff is available

services to

homeless

and social work

and they were expecting

can make getting

Program

since they are housed

social worker

systetn to enter the facility.

of the shelter

to provide

the non-sheltered

with the staff of these programs

have to go tbrough

wit

aide was

me. However,

The security

may

I did

system designed

in to see staff, without

an

difficult.

One of the problems

with being anowed to enroll

the MPS

administrator,

homeless

to attend a school

outside

tnue of students

wanting

particularly

for seciuing

items on their list of needs for

the shelter system,

I had an appointment

appointment,

cminot

in secumg

services tmough

held in their office.

to protect

population

network

be provided?

can be seen as a residency

a shelter facility.

that a strong

is one of the lowest

The need to access educational

have difficulty

suggested

the shelter

enron is often much
this trend by trying

that students

higher

will sometimes

attempt

of their neighborhood
to attend

a magnet

then the space available.

to maintain

in any school is, according

homeless

students

to declare they are

boundaries.
school

MPS

m their

to

where the desire to

has attempted
home

This is

school

to counteract
and transporting
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them from

where

MPS
certificates
MPS

documentahon

Students

Barriers

and/or

to complete

to Education

education

neglect

policy

program.

These youth

guardian

or by 'virtue

housing.

The most obvious

in foster

connected
reunification
returning

child conflict

will

registration.

secure the records

of gender

avoid contact

for those youth

that the youth

under

would

policy

with

the child

protection

out a parent

or

for them in terms of
care program.

is to avoid placing
is found

the youth

social

for a GED

be a foster

If the youth

are made to reunify

not to be

with his/her

family.

This

on a bus or plane and

who have fled abusive

homeg or have paren-

services that could lead to undesired

There is a lack of service providers

will

in tm

to current

the cod

alternatives

current

of homelessness.

with

school but the

to be considered

and there are limited

state. Youth

in

needed.

shelter programs

even if it means placing

to another

enrollment

the staff of the MPS

that made them all but invisible

to the CFS social worker,

attempts

Birth

Youth.

out of many

option

to complete

in a MPS

However

are too old to be covered

are locked

is attempted

him/her

in enrollment

and they were too young

care because

with family

other then residency.

held by all of the key informants

These youth

residence.

are needed for students

for Homeless

service programs.

cMdren

family

were in an age bracket

according

for enrollment

records

his/her

It was commonly

However,

they find a permanent

may not be delayed

is required

assist the student

population

until

does have requiretnents

and immunization

schools.

Systemic

they are living

reunification.

to address the needs of this population

90

without

a parent

that could aie
population

or guardian.
from

This could be due to a concern

ser

this population.

control.

Suggestions

Solutions.

for Systemic

One of the needs for the homeless
worker

It also could be that the perception

is that their age places them developmentally

much in need of parental

programs

population

semces. When fatnifies

was for follow-up

at a stage where

identified

are homeless

and services that they have access to. An example

access to attend

any school

However,

according

no longer

homeless

not necessaiy

he/she may choose despite

to the MPS
the seices

funds

social worker,
frequently

to follow-up

about the legal liability

of

on the families

they are very

by the MPS

social

there are multiple

tm is the youth's

where you are sheltered.

once the youth

@nd. There

of this

are funds

once housing

and his/her

family

for intervention

are
but

has been secured.

There is a need for collaboration between community agencies as well as local state
and federal

agencies to work

with the youth

and their fa

to prevent

a reoccurrence

of the homelessness.
Since many
parents/guardians

of the progratns
should

in school,

regardless

particular

onea involving

behavior

failure

be held accountable

of the age of the child.

of their child.

of the chfld's

require

parent

cod

However,

to attend

conflict,

parent

or at least involved
There

Ifthe

are many

where

the parent/guardian

school.

or guardians

to access services then
when

their child is not

circumstances,

the parent

cannot

impact

can be made aware

parent/guardian

in
the

of the issues

chooses to ignore

the
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situation

given

then there

to cidren

who

Identified

funds

should

homeless

students.

homeless

youth

Increased

and their

Finally

service

is promoted

more

as consequences

is a need for increased

agencies

but in particular

to provide

as identified

energy

supports

by Maslow

looking

at meeting

secumg

as a means

of

to moment

and day to day there

moment

are

behavior.

all students,

basic needs,

can expend

from

for their

out rates among

Ifthe

just

and prevention

to social

families.

and living

a sense of having

funds

Education

are homeless

responsibility

drop

and families

needs.

for the parent,

for intervention

to combat

are met then youth

you

do not accept

as pary

to the schools

educational

be consequences

to

(1970),

the youth's

a future.

However

if

may not be

a future.

those

interviewed

identified

a need for long

range

planning

on the part

of the federal state and local governments. These plans need to look at eliminating the
causes of homelessness.

fund

hi addition,

these plans

should

inchxde

long

range

for schools so diat some of the causesof homelessness,pove$,

classism

can be combated

Imphcations

for

through

the education

of future

increased

illiteracy and

generations.

Practice

The current trend toward the return to more traditional community
social work

practice

the problems

downtown

school

faced

offices

social

should

be viewed

by these youth

of the social

workers.

The

as an opportunity

and their

semce

students

families

agencies.

served

This

to meet

before

they

trend

needs

by the schools

mid begin

show

t>ased
to address

up in the

to be extended

do not just

have

to the

problems
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from
worker

September
to identify

a multidiciphnary
forces

to early June. It is not just the responsibility
and work

with this population

team approach

can be rnarshaledyear

dumg

around

ofyouth

of the school

social

and their families.

the school year, then perhaps

to move more towards

Ifthere

is

those same

prevention

rather then

intervention.
The schools
from

can not continue

their rolls without

school wit
state? '!Thile

a vigorous

the district.
I cannot

of their students

from

youth.

effort

student

generalize

to see if that student
has moved,

that all teachers

this study,

staff aware of the potential
entire family

Ifthe

it does big

is enrolled

in another
or the

are not aware of the residential

among

the student

to disappear

have they left the district,

up the question

for homelessness

may not be homeless

of anowing students

the practice

status

of a need to make all

any student

population.

could be a runaway

While

or mow-a-way

Staff needs to be made aware of the signs to look for and the steps to follow

there is suspicion

local governments.

These plans need to look

these plans should

include

some of the causes of homelessness,
can be combated
Limitations

if

that a student 'v homeless.

There is a need for long range planning

hi addition,

the

through

on the part of the federal,

at elting

the causes of homelessness.

long range increased
poverty,

the education

illiteracy,

of future

state, and

funding

sexism,

for schools

racism,

so that

and classism

generations.

of Study

There is an inability

to generalize

the information

in ttm study to homeless

93

youth

in other geographic

areas. This study was limited

Minneapolis.

It is possible

not identified

by those intetviewed.

supports

for educational

not interviewing

youth

to have missed

services the receivers

what is needed for educational

semces,

in the city of

some services that may be available

hi addition,

and their families

to some providers

to adequate§
of the service

&cuss
should

about what is available,
the point

of view

but were

barriers

and

be interviewed.

what are barriers

Inn

and

of the users of the service is

missed.
Recommendations
Future
serice

for Further

studies could

providers

teachers

expand

the interviews

for this population.

This should

and social workers.

altetive

programs

Additional

inter"iews

service agencies
population

Inn

F

addition

Research

It should

that have the potential
with

studies about what

needed should

to detennine

educational

be done from

be conducted

with

sheltered

see as needed

and barriers

agencies

sample

a larger

sample

students

of

in their program.

and community

social

what they see as needed

for this

to increase

serices

to

youth

these needs.

Interviews

and their families

serices.

population.

and what seices

of the user of services.

available

of the

and Mgh school

see their role in meeting

and non-sheltered
to accessing

staff from

senAces are available

the perspective

a larger

elementary

such as county

and what they see as needed

how these social seice

include

to have homeleds

service providers

could be conducted

of youth

also include

to include

are
could

about what they
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APPENDIX

A

GLOSSARY
Key
These

definitions

1.

Adolescent:

2.

CMd:

3.
school

Any

Any

cod

between

child between

Educational
education

for will identify

Services:

including

for appropriate

the leaniing

/behaviorally

4. Guardian:
authorize

services

publicly

sleeps in a public
sleeping

6.

to, books,

supported

to state and federal

enrollment

school,

special

and materials

or institution

for a child/adolescent
Anyone

laws.

at the appropriate
education

specifically
and/or

services,
designed

to

emotionally

or private

under

that has the legal right to decide or
the age of 18.

who (a) lacks a fixed,
nighttime

shelter designed

accommodation

according

the public

cod.

and (b) has a pary
operated

for a child to complete

of the developmentally

The person

5. Homeless:
residence

to receive

placetnent

capabilities

challenged

tm study.

the ages of 16 to 21 years.

but are not limited

level in a publicly

enhance

for terms used in

All services necessary

grade and ability
testing

criteria

the ages of 0 to 12 years.

that he/she is entitled

These services include

Terms

residence

to provide

place not designed

for humans

(Wilder,

regular,

and adequate

in a supervised,

temporary

living

for or ordinaiy

nighttime

privately

or

accommodations
used as, a regular

1995a).

Homeless Adolescent: An adolescent who currently has no parental

@

103
substitute,

fosters

or institutional

home

to which

they can safely go. No adult is

accompanymg

them and they have spent one or more nights

an improvised

shelter

7.

Placement:

child or adolescent
8.
abusive

should

The determinahon

or tbrown

Unaccompamed

minor:

groups,

adults.

parental

by practice/

These adolescents

10.

by an agency

Youth:

Children

or group

between

or guardian
who

or guardian.

when they have come into the United

but are sponsored

or gyaae or both in wich

A child who has been forced

An adolescent

by a parent

16 and 18 and can be considered
considered

of the school

out of his/her

policy

Usually

between

to be emancipated.

are frequently
States without

years of age.

out by

home.

seeks services from

in this country.

12-15

in

1995a).

child or adolescent:

agency but is not accompanied

legally

doubled-up,

be placed.

Throw-a-way

conditions
9.

or on the street (Wilder,

in a shelter,

an

the ages of
They

are not

seen as part of refugee
their parent

or guardian

a
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APPENDIX
Questionnaire

for Minneapolis

B
Public

School

Administrator

Introductiori: The infomation gathered in this iriterview will be combined with other
imerviews m well m i4ormation gatheredfirom written materials to assess the
mailabilil
and accessibil% of educational services for homeless youth, 12 to 15
years of age. h'i the cUy ofMirineapolis. This intervim should take appraximately 30
to 45 minutes.
I.

General

1.

Could

questions

establishing

you please state your

2. Does the implementation
Minneapolis

public

3. Do you know
Minneapolis
3a (Ifyes

level of expertise

with the Minneapolis

of educational

services

Public

for homeless

Schools?

youth

through

the

schools?

the niunber
public

position

of interviewee

of homeless

youth

currently

attending

school

in the

schools.

to 3) Do you know

how many

of these youth

would

fall in the 12 to 15

year old range?

n. Residency
1.

How

2.

What

2a. How

Requirements

does the Minneapolis
are the requirements
does the district

Public

Schools

for a student

detennine

define

permanent

to emoll

that a prospective

address?

in a Minneapolis
student

Public

School?

has met these

requirements9
3.

What input

to a particular

does the student
school?

and /or his/her

family

have in assigning

that student
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(Appendix

4.

What

B continued)
other factors

determine

the school

a child will

attend?

5. What are the conditions under which transportation to and from school is provided
to students

in the Minneapolis

Public

School

District?

6. Does the student need to have a permanent address before he/she is provided
trmisporlation

to and from

m. Guardianship
I

Issues:

Who is permitted

2.

What

to enron a cod

are the conditions

Minneapolis

Public

IV.

Placement

1.

If previous

School

What

education
3.

placement

which

Public

a child can enroll

School

him/herselfin

system?
the

systetn?

status is unavailable

or unve&able

what procedures

are used

level for the student?

are basic criteria

used to identify

children

to be screened

for special

needs?

Are there additional
for special educational

4.

under

in the Minneapolis

and Enrollment

to assess the gade
2.

school?

If a cod

educational
4a. If a cod

criteria

how

has no apparent

how does the school

factors

that might

indicate

a need for screening

needs?

has no apparent
assessments,

or ik

legal guardian,
does the school
legal guardian

district

proceed

with

and is found
district

to be in need of intensive

proceed

mid is found
the student?

with the student?

to have leag

disabilities,
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B continued).

(Statement)
5.

Now

I would

like to shift the focus:

If a child has no apparent

pennanent

address have on the ability
for educational
5a.

might

educational
V.

to have learning

this have on the ability

disabilities

to help them remain

Classes with
Would

through

students

with

assessments

and has no peent
Public

address what

Schools

to provide

how are homeless

you list academic

the Minneapolis

provided

homeless

cMdren

support

in school?

enrichtnent

schools?

listed)

to non-homeless

students?

Are diere provisions

children

ame from

attending

who are not homeless?

2a (If enrichments

3.

to proceed

of the Minneapolis

Are there any special issues that might

2.

school

this lack of

interventions'7

Success Issues: Once in school
serices

1.

of the Minneapolis

might

special needs?

If a child is found
impact

address, what impact

How

(i.e.

resources
tutors,

available

text books,

does this list of services

to help homeless

students

to homeless

resource

differ

from

access resources

students

centers.)
services provided

that would

help

them
To keep up with their grade level despite frequent
assignments
4.

absences?

(i.e. getting

homework

that were missed.)

Are the Minneapolis

school

buildings

or spaces sponsored

by the Minneapolis

s
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B continued)

that serve as resource

centers for homeless

4a. (ff yes) Do these centers provide
re(mlar

school

(Ifyes)

4c.

(ff yes) Where

Are these resource

Homeless

Homeless

adequate
within

Could

Public
6b.

work

Public

How

Schools

to an public

after

What

and required

shidents/

strategies

are employed

to

attendance?

of special

difficulties,

and missed meals.
to provide

school

were these sites chosen?

absences.

to a number

care, and inadequate

you describe

some of the support

are used to determine

such as lack of

Are there programs

some of these support

services to

services

provided

by the Minneapolis

which

students

are provided

with these

services.?

Does the Minneapolis

(Ifyes).

to community

Public

Schools

have a system to refer students

agencies for these support

or families

seices?

Couldyoupleasedescribethereferralprocessandhowitisinitiated?

Are there any additional
homeless

tutors

(If yes go to 6a. If no go to 7.)

criteria

families
7a.

text books,

Schools?

What

support
7.

Y/N

his/her

are subject

the Minneapolis

students?
6a.

may have frequent

make-up

youth

medical

centers available

are these sites located?

children

help the student
6.

access to computers,

hours?

4b.

5.

students?

youth?

comments

you would

care to make regarding

the education

of
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Questionnaire

C

for Staff from

Alternative

School

Introduction: The i4ormatiort gathered in this interview will be combined with that
gathered in other iMerviews as well as irtformation gathered from written research to
examim the mailabiliffl artd accessibil% of educatiorial services for homelessyouth,
12 to 15 years old, irx the cib,i ofMirmeapolis
This irxterview

should

take approximately

I. General

questions

1.

Could

you please state your position

2.

Isitpartofyourjobtoimplementtheprogramfortheprovmionofeducational

seieeg

establisg

30 to 45 miriutes.

for students

3.

Do you know

3a.

(If yes) Could

4.

Do you know

level of expertise

at your

of interviewee

with

agency?

the number

of homeless

youth

you tell me how you know
how many

currently

these youth

of these homeless

youth

enroned

in your

school?

are homeless?

could be placed

in the 12 to 15

years of age range?
II.

Residency

1.

How

does your

2.

What

are the requirements

2a.
3.

How

Requirements.

does your

agency

school

define

permanent

for a student
determine

address?
to

enron in your school?

that a student

has met these requirements9

Canthestudentand/orbisfamitychoosetoattendyourschoolradierthena

traditional

school

3a (ifyes)

What

another

school.?

or another

alternative

school?

are some of the possible

reasons for choosingyour

school

over
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C continued)

Homeless

provision
4a.
5.

students

to help the student

(If yes) Could
Does your
school?
Public

5a.

may have frequent

the comequences

you please describe

agency keep statistical

For example,

homeless,

Does your

school make any

of these absences?

these provisions')
records

that track the kinds of students

run-away,

involuntary/voluntary

removal

using your
from

school.

(If yes) Does your
children

offset

absences.

agency keep statistical

served? Are these records

records

broken

about the numbers

down by age and/or

of homeless

grade? By gender

and race?
5b. (Ifno)
provide

What methods

Is transportation

6a.

(Ifyes)Bywhom

6b.

(If no) How

m.

Guardiansmp

1.

Who is permitted

IV.
1.

what services your program

will

each year?

6.

2. What

are used to determine

provided

do students

get to your

school?

to enroll

a child in your

under

which

school/

a child can enron his/her

self in your

school?

Issues/ Enrollment

Are the students

2. Ifprevious

students?

Issues.

are the conditions

Placement

for your

in your

academic

school

placement

dMded

by age and/ or gyade level in the classroom?

information

is unavailable

or unvenfiable

what
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C continued)

procedures

are used to assess the appropriate

3.

How

is it determined

4.

Does your

school

that a cod

provide

4a (If yes) What basic criteria
educational

is screened

screening

6.

are used to identify

educational

assessments,

conduct

the assessment'7

If a cod

no apparent

to conduct
6a.

educational
7.

needs?

to be screened

for special

educational

pennanent

assessments

is not done by on site staff?

and is found

does tis

to be in need of intensive

have on your

address and is found

what impact

schools

ability

to

to be in need of

does this have on your

schools

ability

the assessment9

what impact
seices

permanent

address and is found

does 'diis have on your

schools

ability

to have learning
to proceed

with the

he/she requires?

Arechildrenwithprevious§identifiedlearningdisabilitiesacceptedinyourschool?

8. ( Ifyes)

Does your

with learning
9. If a learning
V.

special educational

students

screening

legal guardian,

what impact

If a child has no apparent

disabifities

needs?

need?

If a child has no apparent

intensive

skill level for the student?

for special education

for potential

4b. (ff no) Can you give a reason why tm
5.

grade and/or

school

have specific

staff who

are trained

to work

with

students

disabilities/
disability

is suspected

Success Issues: Once in school

what are the steps your

how are the cMdren,

school

in particular

takes to intervene?
the homeless
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C continued)

children,
1.

supported

in attempts

to remain

in school.

Are there any special issues that might

classes with
2.

What

students

kinds

school?

(i.e.

from

homeless

students

attending

who are not homeless?

of academic

text books,

2a. Are you provided

aie

supports

tutors,

are available

to support

the shidents

in your

computers.)

any assistance

for these academic

supports

by the public

school

district?.
3. (If yes) Couldyou

describe

4. Are there unique

provisions

the assistance you receive?
to help homeless

students

access resources

help them to keep up in their gyade; level despite frequent
5. What

are your

at your
regular
6.

school

hours

Is your

(Ifyes)

student

employ

can access

school

stnuctured

What provisions
as readily

youth

text books,

so that students

tutors

can moved

youth

are made in the classroom
as possible

may have frequettt

to help the student

8. Homeless

computers,

Are there buildings

or spaces

where

other then dumg

the students
your

back into the more traditional

system if they choose to?

to move

7. Homeless

of operation?

makeup

are subject

k/

work

back int the traditional
absences.
her work

to a number

What

that would

enable the

classroom?

strategies

and required

of special

c

absences?

of operation?

educational
6a.

hours

that would

does your

school

attendance?

difficulties,

such as lack of
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adequate
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C continued)
medical

school

care, and inadequate

to provide

and missed meals. Are there programs

some of these support

services

to students?

Y/N.

within

(Jf yes go to

8a. If no go to 9.)
8a (If yes to 8.) Could
9.

you describe

(If no to 8) Does your
faes

10. What
support

criteria

senAces provided

have a system to refer

agencies for these support

please describe

are used to determine

the referral

wich

students

byyour
students

agency?
and/or

services?

process

and how it is initiated?

are provided

with these

setvices?

Are there miy additional
homeless

agency/school

to other community

9a (If yes 4o 9) Couldyou

the support

youth,

comments

either in your

you would

school

care to make regarding

or in general?

the education

of
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APPENDIX
Questionnaire

D

for Social Worker

Introductiori: The i4ormation gathered iri this interview will be combiried with other
interviews as wel7 as i4ormatiort gathered from writteri materials to assess the
mailabilUy and accessibilibyiof educatiorial services for homeless youth, 12 to 15
years, irt the cib,i qfMirmeapo)is.
The interview
I.

General

1. Could

should

questions

establishing

you describe

2. Does your job big
3

How

are youth

take about

your

30 to 45 minutes.

level of expertise

position?

you into contact

identified

with

kids

of issues aie

6. Have you noticed
schools

n. Residency

do you determine

2.

What

community

4a.

attempts

that the homeless

to keep the homeless

in the numbers

of homeless

youth
child

children

are in school?

m school?
coming

into your

social worker)?

what school

resources,

encourage

to enroll

assistance

to direct the homeless

students

to?

if any, do you seek or direct the homeless

the continuing

do you decide wMch

4. Do you provide
necessaty

youth?

requirements.

How

3. How

to insure

for non-school

1.

that would

from

an increase

(or community

homeless

to you as being homeless?

4. What role do you play in attempting
5. Wit

of intermewee

of the child's

to

education?

community

resources

to students

and /or parents

to direct the homeless

in school?

(If yes) What kind of assistance

student

do you provide?

in secumg

youth

documentation

to?
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D continued)

(ff no) Do you refer the students

and/or

in securing

necessmy

4c.

to 4b) What kinds of agencies

(ffyes

help with

secu

In. Guardianship
1.

I[n working

What

do you refer the student

and/or

parent

to for

documentation?
Issues.

with homeless

Do you ever work

4.

to an agency that can assist them

documentation?

2. Do you seek to contact
3..

parents

youth

a parent/

do you also work
guardian

with just the student

steps do you take to encourage

when

with the parent/guardian

working

and not contact

a homeless

with

homeless

?

youth?

the parent/guardian?

child to go to school

if that child

is a nui-away?

4b.

Wit

steps do you take to encourage a homeless child to go to school if tit

child

is a throw-away9

5.

Doyoureferthecbildtoasocialseicesagencyifitappearsthatthecidhasno
apparent

5a.

legal guardian?

(If yes) How

do you maintain

if they do not want to connect
IV. Placement

a relationsip
with

youth

particularly

a social agency?

Issues.

1. What role do you play in assisting the teachers
appropriate

with your homeless

and the students

in determining

grade level for the student?

2. If a child has some special needs do you provide

assistance to the student

and

the
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teachers

2a

D)

in secuig

(ff yes) Is part

cooperation

3.

V.

resources

with

Would

you

of your

assistance

proposed

attempt

school

ktory'.

Success

Issues:

Once

them

remain

1.

What

types

of resources

2

0f

Do you

3a

If available,

attempt

providing

5. Do you

Wouldyou
homeless

to secure

how

school

districts

to gather

information

are homeless

children

provided

see as necessary

to keep

homeless

about

support

the

services

iri school..

do you

resources,

to connect

do you

Of the resources

traditional

guardians

which

are currently

wMch

youth

are currently

in school?

available

to

in Minneapolis?

3.

4.

parents/

plan?

other

in school

to help

students

contacting

educational

to contact

child's

these identified

?

see homeless

schools?

and the resources?

to connect

would

the child's

like to see made

family

available

to these resources?

who

do you

see as

seices?

youth

as being

better

served

by attending

traditional

or non-

Why?

like to make
youth?

attempt

that you

these identified

the child

any additional

comments

regarding

educational

semces

for
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Questionnaire

E

for Teachers

Irttroductiort: The informatiort gathered in this iMerview will be combirted with other
interviews as well as iriformation gathered from written materials to msess the
mailabilibyi
and accessibil% of educatiortal services for homeless youth, 12 to 15
years, in the cib,> ofMirmeapolis.
This iritervigw
I.

General

1. Could

questions

should

establishing

30 to 45 minutes.

the level of expertise

of interiewee

you please tell me how long you have been teacg?

2. Do you teach in a school
3.

take approximately

that is a part of the city school

Are you aware of any of the students

3a (If yes) How

in your

school

are you made aware of the homeless

4. Do you find that teaching

cidren

district?

being homeless?

status of these children?

who are homeless

presents

any special

challenges9
4a.

(Ifyes)Couldyoudescribesomeoftheissuesthatcanaiewhenteacg

students

who are homeless?

n. Guardiansmp
1.

Of those students
guardian

2.

of these children

What kinds

your

students?

generally

of situations

are you aware of who and where

the parent/

is?.

Do you have an opportunity

2a (If yes) Is contact
3

who are homeless,

to meet with
mtiated

might

the parent/

byyourself,

promptyour

guardian

of these students?

or ihe paxenU guardian?

contact

widi

the parent/

guardian

of
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E continues)

What

steps do you take to meet with

m. Placement
1.

How

2.

a student

responsible

4. If a student

is entermg

your

school

ente

your

classroom

the placement

is at the

permanent

for potential

address what impact

the serices

permmient

teacher

determination/
special educational

does this have onyour

need for the screen3ng?

to be in need of screening

no apparent

to integrate

classroom

of the child?

to address the student's

is found

and

enter his/her

for the first time, is the classroom

appears to be in need of screening

If a student

ability

youth

what students

tools are used to make t's

as a teacher

services

of the student?

classroom.

needs and has no apparent

4a.

that a homeless

role in determining

for det

(If yes) What

ability

parent

level for age and ability?

in his/her

3. When

3a.

is it to insure

What is the teacher's

or remam

a guaxffian/

Issues

difficult

appropriate

or contact

for potential

address what impact

into the students

school

spe

does

educational
have onyour

day ?

5. Ifastudenthasnoapparentguardian/parentandyouasateacherfeelthereisa
need for special
5a. If a student
apparent
provide

education
is found

guardian

screening,

to be in need of special

or parent,

those semces

how would

you proceed?
education

how does this effect your

to the student?

services,

opportunity

and has no
as a teacher

to

mid /
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E continued)

6. Are there

any special

youth

the traditional

VI.

within

Success

Issues:

services

to help

1. What

arrangements

issues that might

classroom

Once

them

in school

remain

aie

from

attempts

to maintain

homeless

setting?

how

are homeless

children

provided

support

in school.

are typically

made

for the homeless

student

to get missed

assignments'?

2.

How

school,

2a.

difficult

is it for the homeless

such as books,

Are

extra

supplies

such as pencils,

3.

Could

student

4.

you

from

paper

pencils,

kept

Would

describe

homeless

materials

necessary

for

paper?

for the students

who

may

have lost or never

had things

some

of the issues that could

hamper

or stop the homeless

leaming?

for the student

you

to keep up with

and books?

Of the issues that you

difficult

child

care to make

youth?

have

and/or

outlined

can you

the teacher

any additional

please

to overcome

comments

describe

wich

are the most

and why?

regarding

educational

services

for

o
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TO :

ALICE

SUBJECT:

L.

BROWN

EDUCATIONAL

SERVICES

IN
REGARD
TO YOUR
REQUEST
TO
SUPPORT
PROGRAM,
PARTICULARLY
WORKING
WITH
HOMELESS
NO REASON
FOR YOU NOT
THIS
AND
IF
IT
IN
ANY
INFORMATION
PERTINENT
WOULD
BE
INTERESTED
IN
I WOULD
WHEN
IT

BE
IS

F

FOR

HOMELESS

INTERVIEW
STAFF
THE
SUPE,RVISOR

YOUTH

IN
THE
SCHOOL
AND
STAFF

YOUTH
AND
EDUCATIONAL
ISSUES,
THERE
TO PROCEED.
THERE
ARE
NO OBJECTIONS
WAY IS
HELPFUL
IN
IDENTIFYING
TO SERVICING
ST[)ENTS
IN
THIS
GROUP,
LEARNING
THAT.

MOST
INTERESTED
IN
SEEING
COMPLETED
GOOD
LUCK
IN

A COPY
OF YOUR
YOUR
ENDEAVORS
.

THESIS

IS
TO
WE

F R O Pl

THE

C 1 T 'i

i

S CIIJ T H S I D E

03.

1 S. 1996

14:

Rfilllllx
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mXfiucm

NFAKuS
6)1:T77.7
67376719

49

T

MN UJil

March

H E C I YY

12, 1996

+a:hpous.u
6i;'.729.OSS6

APPENDIX

G

D eTZWILER,

;F,lCgMAN
N HERRON
K)KES

f goos
ia R. PENNIP

'RfEisoh
RPXokh

4206 Humboldt

Avenue

Mtnneapolisi MN

No.

55412

Dear Ms. Brown
y
@H,

K"o"o"

I have talked

with

Patty

Karsko

who is the Director

of our School

Program

at

The City, Inc. We have decided to meet with you and discuss the information

you requested

Please contact
this will

regarding
Fatty

be helpful

access to educatioxial

Karsko

z,6.,/
RG/mu

Garland-VP

for homeless

at 724-3689 to set up your appoihtment.
to you and wish you well in your educational

purStlit

Richard

services

of Programs

youth.
I hope
services

SEPRCH

El)FIL

RSSESS.

TEL:612-627-2277

Mag

03 ' 96

16

:09

N0.
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Minneapolls

Public

Research,

H

Schools

Evaluation

and Assessment

Memorandum

L. Brown,

To:

Alice

From:

William

Date:

May

Subject:

Status

BSW
J

The

following

Educational
I

L.

3, 1996

€

send

€

Copies
Approval

€

Other:

€

Other:

The Board
information
1232g,
major

field

received,

and

srudenr."

Requests

Srudent

the steps
5dg@@(iO(1

CC:

Director,

please

Form

remit:

(see attached)

"Human

granted

Directory

Subjects"

Office,

must

807

approval

PASS

teams,
educational

information

Committee

telephone

rhe release

/istlng,

date

activities

and

degrees

or [nsmut/on

Public

MN

and

needed ro carry out your research.

Board

awards
by

Lander

55413.

Schools

20
place

sports,
and

anended

to me or to Dennis

Minneapolis,

of

by U. S. C. TiUe

of attendance,

agency

the Minneapolis

for

/s defined

recognlzed

dates

be made

NE Bmadway,
from

authority

address,

in officially

of athletic
previous

blanket

information

name,

participation

(g (@I@H@ (g ygp Infqrma(iqn

Executive
File

ro obtain

you!

instruments

student's

of members
for such

Thank

] proceed,

school's

has not

"the

recent

to

(see attached)

to researchers.

Accounting

requked

your

of Education

the most

results.

Request

of all research

of study,

for "Access

is granted

not

Research

to include

heighr

may

from

request

Youth."

of your

[]

is denied

diracrory

MPS

may

Completed

NOTICE:

research

permission

us a copy

€

and

of your

for Homeless

[[:l

Request

welghr

Request

is complete;

[1 Research

of birth.

status

Services

Please

Secrion

of Research

is the

Request

0

Brown

Use

of the

We will
of

take

002
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APPENDIX
ACCESS

TO EDUCATIONAL

SERVICES

YOUTH

AGES

(Augsburg

and access to educational
MN.

seices

You were selected

FORM

IRB

# 95-53-2)

in a research

for homeless

as a pariicipant

BY HOMELESS

12 TO 15

CONSENT

You have agreed to participate

I

study examining

youth,

because

the availability

ages 12 to 15 in Minneapolis,

of your work

in an agency

or

pro@am that provides educational services to homeless youth. Please read this
and ask any questions that you may have before making your final decision to
participate

form

in the study.

This study is being conducted
program

at Augsburg

College

by :Alice

in partial

L. Brown,

fulfillment

a student

in the MSW

of the requirements

of the master's

degree program.
The purpose
for homeless
services

youth,

are available

provided.

hi addition

promoting

education

iri

of this study is to examine

what

ages 12 to 15, in Minneapolis.
for homeless

youth,

the study will

educational
additional

services

the roles of teachers

and success at continuing

are available

The study will examine

and what

examine

services

to pursue

what

should

be

and social workers

education

for homeless

in

youth

the 12 to 15 age group.
The interview

agreed to du:mg

for this smdcy will be conducted

the initial

that have been prepared
researcher
tape your
decline

contact

will be asked to respond

and may have been sent to you prior

will take notes on your
responses

with you. You

at a time and place mutually

responses.

as a means of insumg

to have the interview

taped.

The researcher
the accuracy

The interview

would

The

also like to audio

of the notes taken.

should

to questions

to the meeting.

You

take approximately

may

30 to 45

minutes.
There

are no direct benefits

to you for your

participation

The notes and audio tapes for this study will
The only persons
the researcher's

be kept in a locked

to have access to these notes and/or
thesis advisor,

and tapes will be destroyed

Dr. Michael

by December

Schock

in this study.
file cabinet.

tapes will be the researcher

of Augsburg

Conege.

and

The notes

1, 1996.
(Please turn page over)
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(Appendix

I continued)

Your
future

decision

relations

and Family

to participate

with the researcher,

Services.

You

affecting

your relationship

CMdren

and Family
Ifyou

have any questions

(612)

348-7519.

Statement

with

College

Augsburg

late you may contact

Dr. Michael
at (612)

Schock

College

or

Children

without

or Hennepin

County

the researcher

is the thesis advisor

signing

at (612)

this form.

522-2382

for this study. Dr.

or

Schock

330-1725.
form

to keep for your

records.

of Consent:

I have read the above information.
I consent

I have asked questiom

to participate

and have recerved

answers

in the study.

Signature

Date

SignatureofResearcher

Date
Alice

I agyce to allow

the interiew

L. Brown
to be audio taped.
Date

Signature
I understand
agree to allow

Signature

County

the process

at this time please ask them before

wffl be given a copy of tis

my questions.

intermew

or Hennepin

at any time dumg

the researcher,

have any questions

can be contacted

Augsburg

may withdraw

current

Services.

Ifyou

You

in the shidy or not will not affect your

that I do not have to be identified

by name or job tifle for this study.

my nmne to be used in the finalwritten

report

is a part of.
Date

of the study that this

I

to

AUGSBURG
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C-O-L-L-E-G-E
APPENDIX
DATE:

April

TO:

Alice L. Brown

.J

j4, 1996

6f2-330-1227
E-mail:

or FAX 612-330-1649

weisbrod@augsburgedu

RE:
Your IRB Application:
Minneapolis"

Access

to

educational

services

for

homeless

youth,

ages

12-15,

in

I have received the changes to your application
which were conditions
of approval noted in our letter
of April 2. We also note that your have gained the approval
of the Research,
Evaluation
and
Assessment
Department
of the Minneapolis
Public Schools conditiona$ on College approval of your
project
Your addition of a separate
inyourthesisisacceptable.

signature giving permission to use your respondent's
name in direct quotes
(lcallyourattentiontomanytypographicalerrorsinyourconsentform!)

Your IRB approval

is # 95 - 53 - 2.

number

This number

should

appear

on your consent

forms.

If there are substantive
changes to your project which change your procedures
regarding the use of
human subjects, you should report them to me by phone (612-330-1227)
or in writing so that they may
be reviewed for possible increased risk.
I wish you well in your project!
Copy:

Michael

Schock,

Thesis advisor

221j Riverside Avenue ii Minneapolis,

MN 55454 ii Tel. (612) 330-1000

ii Fax (612)

330-1649

